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PLATO'S PSYCHOLOGY IN ITS BEARING

ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF WILL

INTRODUCTION

IT may well appear at first sight an unwarrantable

assumption that the notion of Will is in any sense an

element in the Platonic psychology. Yet it can hardly be

supposed that the phenomena which have attracted so

large a share of attention among modern philosophers

should have been overlooked by a mind of such extra-

ordinary scope as Plato's the philosopher who of all

others might be said to have attained (in his own famous

phrase) Oecopia Travros fJ-fv \povov, irda-rj^ 81 ovcrias.
1 It is

true that he has formulated no doctrine, has left us no

definition no single term even that can be appropriated

by the modern notion of Will ; had he done so there

would be no place for such an essay as this. Yet the very

process of abstraction and classification by which philo-

sophy or science makes headway brings with it its own

dangers, and the mere fact of giving a name is apt to

involve the fallacy of hypostatization. The name, given at

first to what is merely one aspect of the whole, imports

a false appearance of individuality, as though what is named

were a part, separable from the totality ; so Will has come

to be regarded as a faculty of mind, almost, if one may use

the metaphor, as a piece of the mind's furniture.

Now if it can be shown that Plato's account of mind as

a whole does inevitably imply some such aspect of it as

that now known as Will, his psychology is then the less

1
Rep. 486 A.

A 2



4 Plato's Psychology in its bearing

misleading in that it has avoided the pitfall of hypostati-

zation. That fallacy is seen perhaps at its worst in the

phrase with which the notion under discussion seems now
so inextricably entangled viz.

' Free Will
'

yet the notions

of freedom and slavery as applied to conduct are familiar

enough in Plato, and let but this modern idea of Will once

shake off the fatal influence of the name and it will appear
as merely one aspect of mental life that aspect in which

consciousness is regarded as an activity self-directed.

Now it was surely Plato himself who first made explicit

the true nature of this activity of thought or consciousness,

since it was he who first distinguished clearly the im-

material from the material. 1 Thenceforward there could

be no more fusing of the two, the soul could no longer be

conceived even as Plato himself in his Heraclitean days
must have conceived it as a fiery substance. Parmenides'

world of Pure Being had become after all attainable, though
in a fashion he perhaps never dreamed of.

But there were ideas other than metaphysical that helped
to form the Platonic psychology. Socrates discerned in

the problems of right conduct the whole meaning of human
life.

2 The essence of conduct was that it should be

directed, not by mere chance, but by knowledge. Every
form of human activity he found to be good only in so far

as it kept its end in view was aware of itself and what it

was doing.
3 This then was the first requirement to

know oneself.4
Knowledge of oneselfwould be knowledge

of the end, of what one was '

good for ', iavrov e7no-/te\/m-

/-ie*>oy, OTTOLOS earn irpos TT]V avQpoairivriv \peiav (Mem. iv. 2. 25).

But for right conduct one must have also knowledge of the

means,
6 for knowledge alone secures variety of choice,

6

I Cf. e.g. Rep. 6n E, 612 A. 2 Xen. Mem. iii. 9. 14.
II Xen. Mem. iii. 9. 10 ; iv. 6. n. * Mem. iv. 2. 25.
6 Mem. iii. 9. 4.

8 Mem. iv. a. 29.
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and such knowledge must not be of mere words or opinions,

but of realities.1 So it came about that the right direction

of self in Kantian phrase, the Good Will was identified

by Socrates with Wisdom.2

Only such self-direction and

such wisdom or knowledge ensured true freedom freedom

of choice and freedom of action,
3 freedom in fact to choose

the best.4 But how is the best to be determined, how is

Wisdom to be attained ?

Through education, said Socrates, for the very best

natures are those that need the most training ; i. e. this

native goodness seems, for him, to consist in a surpassing

strength of activity, the more disastrous therefore if

wrongly directed.5 Yet after all this only carries us round

in a circle : where, we may ask, does the educator himself

get his notion of the Best ? It was Plato's task to find

a solution of this problem. Here again he gains an

advantage from the greater fluidity and elasticity of a

language not yet moulded and stamped by philosophy or

metaphysics. The Greek usage of the very words Ka\6$

and aya$6y in constant association typifies the interchange-

ableness of the ethical and the aesthetic view of life
; and

Plato (whose very manner of speech betrays him in spite

of his frequent railings against art)
6 looks out on life with

an artist's eye.
7 He notes that in all skilled workmanship

success depends on the presence of a certain law or

principle
8 that guides the activity ; the worker looks

forward,
9 as it were, to this ideal, the perfect form of that

which he is making.
10 It is thus homogeneity, harmony,

order that characterize the best kind of activity.
11 Where

then does this order and harmony, this ideal element come

1 Mem. iv. 6. i.
2 Mem. iii. g. 4, 5.

3 Mem. iv. 5. n. * Mem. iv. 5. 3.
8 Mem. iv. i. 4.

6
e. g. Rep. 392 A ;

cf. Rep. 595 B, 599 A.
7
Rep. 377 E, 361 D, 540 C ;

Laws ii. 658-70, vii. 817 B. 8
Gorg. 503 E.

* This is characteristic of all that corresponds to true art
;

cf. Gorg. 501 B
;

Rep. 596 B. 10
Rep. 596 B. " Laws 746 D.
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from? It seems to be, he says, in some fashion akin to

man's nature,
1
oiKfTov, since he welcomes it with pleasure

2

(TO 8e fi8i> KOLVOV navais (rats fj.ov<rats) (Laws 8o2Q). 'OpOoTrjs,
'

Tightness,' the mean between extremes, the ' neither too

much nor too little' of art,
3

suggests also the straight

growth of the healthy plant, developing harmoniously,

neither one-sided nor twisted, but fulfilling the law of its

being.
4 So man too has a nature, $u<m, which if given

right nourishment will in process of time manifest its own

perfection.

It is to be noted that the practice of the arts is sometimes,

with Plato, more than a mere analogy of right conduct, it

is even a heaven-sent means towards it.
5 So often by

way of jest, as when man is described as the plaything

of the gods,
6 or by myths, Plato makes clear that for man

as for the universe there is a perfect form, a pattern laid up
in heaven, as it were, and yet latent within him and

directing his growth ; rhythm and order, harmony and

balance, simplicity and law, these are all aspects of the

same growth or development or, in Platonic language, of

Averts. It remains to examine more in detail the various

stages of such development in the human soul.

The essential character of soul, of life, is movement.7

Yet movement must be conceived as directed ; ^x 7
? as

itself the source of movement is therefore s^direction.
8

Every living organism, <r<S/*a ^fi-^v^ov, possesses in a sense

this character, this is the principle of growth ((fivcris)? But

nature thus comes to have at once the dual aspect so con-

stantly the problem of philosophy :
10 motion is directed to

an end; it answers to change, to a process of becoming
11

1 Laws 733 A. a
Lysis 221 E, 222 A.

s Cf. Symp. 210 B and Phaedr. 250, where the same power is ascribed to

the love of beauty.
* Cf. Laws 765 E.

* Pol. 274 C ;
Tim. 47 C

;
Laws ii. 692 E ; cf. also Laws vii. 803 E.

* Laws ii. 644 D. ' Laws x. 895 C. 8 Laws x. 896 A. ' Phaedr. 245 E.

10 Phil. 15 E
;
also Phil. 14 C, D ; Tim. 57 E. u Laws x. 896 A.
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whose end would be a state of being, implying rest and

permanence.
1 Movement may be conceived as from point

to point, the Many thus growing into a Unity, Parts into a

Whole.2

Again, the twofold notion, of movement, and of that

which moves as at once the origin and result of the

motion, corresponds to the dualism of Form and Matter.3

Regarded as growth this becomes assimilation,
4 involv-

ing an inward and an outward,
5 a subject and an object,

5

selfand other 6 the two sides always complementary, inter-

dependent. From within ^x^r <f>vcri$ is a latent possibility

of development,
7 an inherent power of self-direction

(op/*?;), yet from without comes the sustenance,
7 the means

appropriate to sustain each form of motion,
8
giving the

impulse, and in so far supplying its direction. As a stream,
9

though keeping its original direction, will alter its character,

i. e. take this or that shape or direction 10
according to the

nature of the country which feeds it, or as a plant will

assimilate itself to the soil or climate and yet assimilate

their nourishment to itself,
11 so with the growth and de-

velopment of the soul. Psychology would seem to be

concerned with the inward aspect of the process, yet on

examination this is seen to be inextricably involved in the

other the inward presupposes the outward, the outward

the inward. So intimate is the relation between self and

others, the individual and the community, that like the

sphere or the circle there is neither beginning nor end,

but the whole is self-contained.
12 Yet after all the whole

itself thus conceived seems to be only relatively perma-

nent (for it admits of growth (avgavoptvi]} and decay), and

1
Soph. 356 E. *

Soph. 349 D ; cf. also Laws x. 896 D. * Laws x. 897.
4 So in Rep. x. 611 C. 5 Laws x. 897 A. 8 Cf. Tim. 37 B.
7
Rep. x. 611 C. 8 Tim. 90 C. Cf. Cratyl. 415 D.

10 Cf. also Cratyl. 419, 420; Rep. 485 D. u Laws vi. 765 E; Rep. 491 D.
1J

Rep. 424 A (Book IV).
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so seems to demand some further explanation, some ultimate

origin for the changing in the changeless.
1 All that par-

takes of soul, says Plato, is changing.
2 Yet through such

change the changeless is revealed, for
'

in changing they

move according to law and the order of destiny '.
3 The

origin of the whole lies beyond the power of human

thought, the self-moved is a divine creation, its impulse

(opfj-ri) is of the eternal.4 Only in this way can a meaning
be found for the phrase in Rep. 424 A ea^Trep aVa 0/37x77-

<r$ v, that is to say, we must ascribe to God the arrange-

ment of the universe whereby good shall ultimately pre-

dominate over evil 5 he implants the principle of growth

(<f)v<n$), his purpose is the nature of the whole, 6 TOV TTCLVTOS

e7n/zeAoi^ei/oy (Laws 903 B). Yet this nature is a principle

of self-movement, self-development, in the individual soul 6

(kv eavTOi? K6KTrjfifva TTJV rfjs fjt.Ta(3o\fjs airfav), which is left

to retrace for itself the order ofthe universe, to find the direc-

tion in which it is in fact started, to assimilate its will to

the divine.7
So, repeatedly in the form of myths, Plato

describes the beginnings of psychic movement. After this

fashion in the Politicus a new meaning is given to the old

fable of the 'earth-born men'. These are described as

being under the immediate government of God; 8 there

was no such thing as a community; of mental development

under such conditions we can say nothing (a0<^ei/ raOra).
9

Then the change came, and the pilot let go the helm and

retired 10 the age of innocence was succeeded by an age of

tradition.
11

This, through the disorder of the world's

inherent nature, threatens to plunge it in chaos ;

12 the pilot

again intervenes and takes the helm,
13 and there succeeds

the age we know, in which mankind, no longer the child of

1
Rep. ix. 592 B. 3 Laws x. 904.

3 Ibid.
*
Rep. 611 E.

s Laws x. 904 B. * Ibid. C.
'

Cf. Tim. 29 E ;
cf. also Tim. 90 C.

Pol. 271 E. Pol. 272 D. Pol. 272 E. Pol. 273 B.

13 Ibid. C. )S Ibid. D.
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earth, but self-born, self-nourished, and self-taught, as the

universe itself is self-governed,
1

is made like it the part

to the whole. In other words men are dependent no

longer each on God, but each on the other. Yet so helpless

are they that even now the gods must intervene with gifts

and instruction before the arts can be developed.
2

It is

out of these that mankind builds up a common life

6-rrocra rov avOpa-mvov fiiov crvy/careoveet/a/cei' e/c TOVTCOV

and works out a method of self-government (rrjv

Kal TTJV tTrifieXfiav avrovs avT&v e^iv), since only so can

men follow and imitate the order of the universe, their

proper means of life and growth.
3

Thus in a figure Plato describes the origin and growth
of society and, by consequence, of mind. For the history

of the individual
'

written in larger letters
' 4

is the history

of society the individual mind too in its first helpless

stage
5
must, if it is to become self-ruling

6 and to find its

place in the order of the whole, have some impulse, some

training and instruction 7 such as that first given by the

gods to men. So, leaving for the time the outside aspect,

we may go on to observe from within the stages ofgrowth
and assimilation that mark the development of mental

activity in the individual.

MENTAL ACTIVITY WHOLE AND PART

Plato has often been accused of a defective psychology,
8

in that he divides the mind into
'

faculties '. This will be

seen to be an accusation ill-founded. (This question has

been so thoroughly and satisfactorily discussed by Mr.

Archer-Hind in the Introduction to his edition of the

1 Pol. 274.
2

Ibid. 3 Ibid.
'
Cf. Rep. 368 D, 369 A.

5 Laws ii. 672 C, vi. 765 E ; Rep. 369 B.
6 Cf. Rep. viii. 554 D aaraaiaaros tv kawTui.
7

Rep. 554 B ov yap, otp.cu, iraiSfia 6 TOIOVTO? Trpovtffxr]Kti> : Laws ii. 656 E.
* Cf. e.g. Aristotle, ntpl i//ux'7 s )

' 5- 4* 1 b 5 : Wallaces introduction,

pp. xxxvii-lii (Aristotle's Psychology).
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Phaedo that it would be only presumptuous to do more

than add, as here, one or two passages that have seemed

to me to bear on it.) For (a) in the first place, Plato con-

stantly insists on the activity of soul as a whole,
1 and (b)

secondly, in applying one and the same term to each of the

so-called 'faculties' he clearly indicates that they are

merely aspects of one and the same activity :

(a) In the Timaeus mental development is presented as

the gradual emergence of order out of a chaos of random

movements :

2 ' the revolutions calming down go their own

way and become settled as time passes on
'

the different

capacities are conceived as different directions or forms of

the same psychic activity. Again in Book X of the Laws,

under the one head of 'movements of the soul' are

enumerated the various phenomena of mental life
3 '

will,

consideration, attention, deliberation, opinion, joy and

sorrow, confidence, fear, hatred, love, and other primary
motions akin to these.' In the light of these passages it

seems clear that the three divisions of soul in the Republic
4

are to be understood merely as kinds or forms of activity.
' Form ', cTSos (ISta),

5
is the very word used, e. g. in Book IX,

572 A, where the rousing of activity in one form would

seem to imply its inhibition in others r}<?v\d<Tas p.lv TOD

Svo eiSr), TO TpiTov 8\ Kivijo-as. It is perhaps hardly justifi-

able to dogmatize at all from the use of this word. But at

least it is noteworthy that in the Republic Plato seems

even to avoid as far as possible the use of a noun, to prefer

to indicate the so-called 'parts' of the soul merely by
the neuter of the adjective: so in Rep. iv. 440-1 TO

OvjjiotiSts, TO eiriQvurjTiKoi', TO \oy ICTTLKOV ;

6 and again in

Book IX, 589 E, 590 A, B TO OtLOTaTov . . . TO Aeo//T<w<5e? re

1 Phaedo 94 C ;
Theaet. 185 E ; Rep. v. 462 C, D.

* Tim. 43 A, 44 A, B
; see Archer-Hind's translation.

3 Laws x. 897 A. 4
Cf. Rep. iv. 439.

Cf. also Rep. 588 B
;
Phacdr. 237 E.

6 Cf. 441 E.
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o0ea><Sey: and again the nouns he does use,

(Rep. 438 -440 A, 590 C, Phaedr. 253), yeVoy (Tim. 69 D),

$v<ris (Rep. 441 A, 589 B), are such as to imply rather

process than state, rather varying aspects than any fixed

and permanent distinction (cf. nadrj re Kal ciSr/, Rep. 612 A).

There are indeed two places
*

in the Republic where the

word ^epoy is used, but one of these occurs in a description

of the disorganization and disintegration of the soul that is

implied in dSiKta, and it would seem therefore as though
Plato were here emphasizing the fact that the true nature

of soul is undivided (Rep. 4443). These different mani-

festations then represent also stages of growth,
2

requiring
each its appropriate nourishment,

3 and only thereby

developing
4 so as finally to present a harmonious whole

a whole in which the elements are not lost but blended

and interfused so as to realize 6 at last their true character

in the complete activity.

(b) The general term that seems to be applicable to all

the manifestations or forms of movement is 7nOvfj.ia
u
.

In the Timaeus the bodily and mental aspects of activity

are described as k-rnQv^iai ;

7 in the myth of the Politicus

it is 7ri6vnia, 'fated and innate,' that directs the uni-

verse left to its own guidance;
8 and in the Laws

fntOvpia is the self-directing principle in man.9
Here, too,

as has been seen, it is
'

fated and innate'
;

10 that is to say, it

has a certain bias, is selective, choosing this direction and

not that. This innate sense of what belongs to it, the

sense of direction, of motion helped or impeded by what

is given (a sense sometimes identified by Plato with /a/?;//??),
11

is therefore implied in all the processes of assimilation, and

constitutes pleasure and pain.
12 These are themselves

1
Rep. 442 B, C, 444 B. J Cf. Rep. ix. 582 A, B. 3 Cf. Tim. 90 C.

4

Rep. iv. 443 B. 5

Rep. 586 D. Rep. 580 D ; cf. also 571 B.
1 Tim. 88 B. * Pol. 272 E. 9 Laws x. 904 C OTTJ; -yap av
10 Ibid. ll Phil. 35 C. " Phil. 35 D

; Rep. ix. 585 D.
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aspects of activity, of movement, Kivrjo-is,
1

yei>e<ny,
2 as

Plato says; desire and aversion, pleasure and pain are

terms alike descriptive of the impulse implied in ^x^s-

^(ny.
3 Pleasure may be regarded as in so far a realization

of activity
* the latent impulse

5
finding its direction;

4 but

the process of selection is seen to imply rejection, desire

implies aversion, pleasure implies pain,
6 and it is here

that the directing force of environment finds place. It is

from without that the first checking of the activity
7 must

come that it may direct itself into new channels.8 The

growing mind must be trained to
' draw from this source

only when and how much it ought '.
9 This is something

ofwhat Plato means by calling pleasure aTmpoy
10

it is the

unchecked, the '

limitless
'

activity of soul.

APPETITE

It is true there is an innate balance of activity ; appetite,

which is its first and lowest aspect, is by nature intermittent,

giving therefore room for development in other directions.11

But if these other forms of activity fail of their appropriate

nourishment they will not be realized,
12

i. e. pleasure will

not arise through them, and this leads to the unnatural 13

and 'untrue', because disproportionate,
14 direction of

activity in the one direction in which it finds realization.

The mere fact of the intermittence of appetite shows the

incompleteness of its character as an activity,
15

areA^y.
12

A mind thus conditioned is 'like a vessel full of holes' 16
,

a constant succession of
'

emptyings and fillings
' 17 a state

1
Rep. 583 E. 2

Phil. 53 C. 3
Cf. Rep. 580 D. 4 Tim. 81 E

; Phil. 31 D.
6

Cf. Phaedr. 237 E. 6 Phil. 36 B. 7
Rep. viii. 559 B.

8 Cf. Laws i. 643 A, of the exposition of the right use of drinking.
9 Laws i. 636 D. 10 Phil. 31 A.

" Tim. 72 E. 13 Tim. 44 B, C.
13 Phaedr. 251 A.
u This is shown by contrast with the state of true pleasure, Rep. ix. 586 E ;

cf. above, 586 A ;
Tim. 86 B.

15
Cf. Rep. viii 586 B. '

Gorg. 493 B. 1T Phil. 35 E.
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diseased * because abnormal,
'

contrary to nature
'

irapa.

fyvcTiv (Phaedr. 251 A). This much then becomes clear, that

the congenial environment for the development of the soul's

'nature' is one that supplies a due admixture of pleasure

and pain,
2

i.e. the due stimulation and suppression of the

different forms of activity. The proper balance of pleasure

will imply always the proper harmony of activity, and vice

versa. In pleasure the direction of activity is at once

realized and confirmed. This formation of habit is one

aspect of assimilation ; it is this which gives pleasure such

an important place in education. 2

It is so far evident that Plato finds appetite to be one

characteristic form of mental activity, but to be regarded
as the lowest, the least true V(s aAoyioroj') (the nature of

Truth, of Reality, being always the harmonious, the self-

consistent), since it has no unity or stability about it,
4 no

appearance of a guiding principle. It has to find its

proper limits, its
'

fated
'

or 'necessary'
5
scope and direction,

largely through habituation and training.
6

It is only as
'

necessary
'

that this kind of pleasure, Plato says, can

approach the true.7 When this condition is ensured the

nature of the mind will be free to assert itself in the

further development of a higher and more complete

activity.
8

EMOTION, (a) Bvpos, (b) />o>y, (c) $6ga.

(a) The clue to this more complete activity is to be found

no longer in the blind processes of nutrition and growth as

presented in the plant,
9 but rather in the form of activity

1 Tim. 86 B. > Laws ii. 653. 3 Rep. 439 D, 589 E, 585 D.
*
Rep. 588 C. 5

Rep. viii. 558 D. 6
Rep. ix. 589 B ; Laws i. 635 C.

7
Cf. Phil. 6a E, where the question is what pleasures can consort with

wisdom.
8 So below, Phil. 63, the objection raised by wisdom to excessive pleasures.
9

Cf. Tim. 77 B.
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peculiar to animals and man. 1 In spontaneous bodily

movement, so specially characteristic of all young

creatures, and when unimpeded realizing itself in pleasure

it is in this that Plato finds the germ of a pleasure, an

activity, eventually peculiar to man. For man, unlike other

animals, realizes his movements in rhythm, he alone, 'dance-

fellow of the gods', finds his pleasure in harmony. To
this pleasure, rightly called

'

aesthetic ',
all his senses

contribute. Here there is abundant scope for the training

by habit. Through eye and ear and every sense the

environment must conduce to evoke this activity to

pleasure an activity which, as it is distinctly human, can

be developed only by specific human co-operation.
2 In

fine, as these stirrings of life are the germ of the rhythmic

movements of dance and song, so it is music and art

that must supply their appropriate nourishment.3 The

aesthetic activity becomes assimilative through imitation 4

it is at once a power of movement and a capacity for

being moved,
5

its very receptivity marks it as emotional

Art ' holds the mirror up to nature '. It selects and

presents to us '

images
'

of our own activity (Homer is

elSwXov Srjfiiovpyos Rep. 599 D), and so enables us to

find expression," to project ourselves as it were on

external nature ;
and this realization is pleasure TTO\V

yXvKiw //eXiroy.
7 Hence it is above all things necessary

that the selection should be appropriate, should be Kara

(f>v<rii>,
i.e. should present unity, consistency, simplicity,

8

and so induce through imitation a corresponding balance

and harmony, furjQeia, not KaKoijOeta. For as long as

emotion works in the direction of mere movement, for the

1 Laws ii. 653 E. 3
Rep. iii. 401 C.

3 Laws ii. 654 A ; Rep. iii. 401 A.
*
Rep. iii. 401 D, 401 E ; cf. Rep. vi. 500 C. 5

Rep. x. 605 A, 606 A.
6 Ion 535 C.

7
Phil. 47 E. 8

Cf. again Rep. iii. 400 E and 401 A.
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mere pleasure of activity, the joy of existence T as long

as it is the lawless 'boiling' or 'seething' of the life

within 2
it has not reached its distinctively human develop-

ment. 1
It is indeed the expression of a self (the

'

manly
'

quality as Plato calls it),
3
and, if it meets with resistance,

of self as opposed to others 4
this is the characteristic of

emotion (Qvpo?) even in animals 5 but only when reduced

to order 6 does it become the expression of self 7 as sub-

ject to a law, as part in a whole, i.e. in harmony with

others. 8

Art should by its 'images' be the exponent of this

order 9
its function is to check the exuberance, the

multiplicity, of activity, in order to bring it into line with

its true development.
10 Here again it is a question of

a due balance of pleasure and pain.
11 In the constant

insistence on simplicity in all art (cf. Laws 656), especially

in music, Plato seems to feel the tendency of emotion

to run to waste, if it is not checked, i.e. if art fosters

merely intensity of pleasure apart from balance. 12 As

always, he finds pleasure to be ' without limit
', and art is

condemned in so far as it fails to correct this (cf. Rep.

605 B rep dvor)T<p \api6fJ.cvov KOI OVTC TO, peifo OVT rd kXdrrco

Siayiyvaxj-KovTi), weakens in fact the natural, inherentbalance.

For instance, in Republic, Book X,
13

tragedy is accused

of inducing a man to feel pleasure in, i. e. to indulge,

a form of emotion he would otherwise feel ashamed of

(oTov pi) dgioi ivai d\\' aia-^vvoLr' dv). By thus removing
a check to activity it increases pleasure, but at the same

time, by destroying the sense of rhythm, it perverts the

1 Cf. Phaedr. 251 A. a
Cratyl. 419 E. 9

Rep. iv. 442 C.
4
Rep. iv. 440 C. *

Rep. iv. 441 B. 6
Rep. iv. 441 E. '

Rep. ix. 589 A.
*
Rep. iv. 441 D. For such a harmony as community of feeling, cf. Book V,

464 A.
9 Laws ii. 656 D. 10

Rep. iv. 442 A. u Laws ii. 659 D ; Tim. 47 D,
ia Laws ii. 659 C. 13

Rep. x. 605 E.
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activity from its natural development.
1 In fact it upsets

the balance of the mind altogether,
2

fostering excessive

desire in every form (rpefai yap iravra dpSovo-a), since

pleasure and pain are coextensive with activity itself

(irdo-y irpdgci ereo-flat) ; and all this art can do because

of the imitative power of emotion (noXXrjif fti/jirjo-iv /cat

Emotion is as it were the plasticity of the soul. So
Plato talks of the 'tender' souls of children,

4 so easily

deformed and distorted, like 'blocks of wax' 5
ready to

take any impression.
6 If the impressions fail to coincide, if

imitation is constantly given fresh direction instead of

being reinforced by habit,
7 chaos must ensue. Hence

the danger of
'

innovation
' 8

(i/eoore/Koy/oy). Rhythm is the

opposite of this, and its antidote, since it implies a constant

repetition, a recurrence of a particular form of activity,

and so sets limits to change. The fact that the sense

of rhythm is latent in the emotional activity implies a

tendency in the soul towards good habit, in that it welcomes

what is familiar 9 a characteristic even of animal emotion,

Plato finds, in its higher forms, e.g. in the case of the

dog.
10

(Here may be found another trace of the beginnings

of memory see above, on p. 1 1.) And this again is a reason

why play presents such a powerful means of education.

Play is just another name for the impulse to movement in

young creatures, an activity for the sake of activity, or, as

Plato puts it, movement prompted solely by pleasure.
11

This proceeds by imitation,
12

and, given appropriate

i.e. permanent and consistent objects, will develop into

1

Rep. x. 606 A. a
Rep. x. 606 D.

3 Cf. also 606 B, and Book III, 395 C. Laws ii. 664 B
;
Theaet. 173 A.

8 Theaet. 191 B. Laws 792 E ; Rep. iii. 395 D. 7
Cf. Laws ii. 655 E.

8 Cf. Rep. viii. 555 D, of the citizens in a condition of mutual hatred and

discord
;
also Rep. iv. 424 B

;
Laws ii. 657 B. 8

Rep. iii. 402 A.
10

Rep. ii. 375 E. 1! Laws ii. 667 E. ia
Rep. iv. 424 D.
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a pleasure in what is familiar (this is cwo/ua).
1 Thus by

habit a tendency is fostered which, though not yet con-

scious (for 'youth is far from the truth'),
2

is yet 'aiming

at a mark' (rogov fioXrj).
3

This, which appears first as

opinion, e.g. in regard to pleasures and pains, may become
so fixed, colouring the mind like a fast dye (cf. Rep.

429),* as to amount to determination or resolution. 5 Such a

development can obviously take place only in an ordered

and settled community where the desire for innovation is

excluded and the pleasure of one is the pleasure of all.
6

Yet even under such conditions emotional activity

remains, at best, true to its original character instinctive ;

since it is given at birth 7 and before man 'has acquired

his own proper sense '.
8

It is concerned with the senses 9

(aAoyoy therefore), and being thus dependent on '

images
'

so various, even as more or less systematized by art, it

has a corresponding nature, various (e.g. 'the lion and

serpent'
10 in the Republic), many-coloured (7rai>ro<Sa7r6y,

TToiKiXos), shifting, unstable. This gives it an unreality;

its pleasures are shadowy,
11

changeful, not pure and

simple,
12 the unity at which, through art,

13
it should be

aiming is still so far off that the state is apt to be one

of dizziness and dimness. Habit or opinion based on the

balance of pleasure and pain is at best an unstable basis.
14

Emotion has, indeed, as has been said already, a certain

restraining power
15 a man may be led by his

' dramatic
I

Rep. 425 A. -
Soph. 234 D ;

cf. Rep. x. 605 C, of the imitative artist.

3
Cf. Cratyl. 420 C. * Cf. Rep. 429 D, E.

5
Rep. 412 E

;
note also Jowett's translation here of Soy/ia and 5oa as

resolution. Cf. Theaet. 190 A ; Polit. 309 C.
6

Rep. v. 4626 ; cf. with this the contrary state (mentioned above, p. 16, note 8)
described in Book VIII, 555 D. '

Rep. iv. 441 A. 8 Laws ii. 672 B, C.
9 Cf. Theaet. 186 C, 202 B. 10

Rep. 590 B.
II Phil. 40 B ; Rep. ix. 587 D, 586 B. Ia

Rep. 583 B.
3

Cf. Laws 668, of art
; so in Phaedr. 250 B Si' a./j.v5puv opydvow tiri ras elxovas

lovTa. So in Laws ii. 663 B.
10

e. g. of a certain kind of fear, Laws i. 647 A, and Rep. (Book V) 465 B.

B
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instinct' to subordinate private to public interests 1

(0tAon/a)
a but even so it is instinct, not knowledge,

3 he

is guided by no clear principle (o#re ra fi-tiga oure TO,

cXarrco SiayiyvuxTKovTi), only by an impulse (OP/J.TJ) of self-

interest
4
(avOdSr]! 548 E).

It now has to be shown from another point of view how

this emotional element grows and develops into something

higher and better because more inclusive and complete and

harmonious. 5 Under this aspect it is called by Plato epcoy.

(b) In 6/xwy
6 are seen again, though in a new light, the

characteristics of OV/J.QS e'poo? too is essentially a self-

feeling and, as self-assertion, would project itself, would

find its own likeness in its surroundings.
7 So in Aristo-

phanes' fable it goes about seeking its own completion, its

'other half'. 8 So in the Symposium it is seen to aim

especially at production.
9 In this sense indeed it is

shared to a certain degree by the lower animals,
10 as was

QV/J.OS, yet as the human factor in Qv/zoy was the perception

of rhythm, so ep&>? desires (says Socrates, correcting Aris-

tophanes) not only its own completion, but what is good
11

(that is, for Plato, the harmonious). So for production the

condition is a certain harmony,
12

just as rhythm was the

attendant condition of pleasurable movement. The desire

for immortality
13which characterizes e/>&>? in the Symposium

is seen to be rooted in the same feeling as 0tAcm/ua/
4 the

characteristic of 6vp.6s in the Republic. So epcoy, like

QvfjLos,
15

is at the root of all creative art. 16 As Qvpos issued

in S6ga, so epo)?, holding
' the place between ',

17 as Socrates

I Cf. Rep. viii. 554 D. Q
Rep. viii. 550 B.

3
Rep. viii. 548 B iaairfp rrafSes -nartpa rbv v6ftov airoStSpdffKOVTfs.

4
Rep. ix. 581 A, B. 5 Tim. 80 B.

6
tpois also is firi6vnia Symp. 200 A, and below 200 E.

7

Lysis 23i E, 222 A. 8
Symp. 192 E. 9

Symp. 206 C. 10
Symp. 207 B, C, D.

II
Symp. 205 E. 12

Symp. 206 D. 13
Symp. 207 A. 14 Symp. 208 B.

15
Rep. x. 605 A. 16

i. e. as the instinct of production ; Symp. 209 A.

17
Symp. 202 A

; cf. also Rep. v. 478 E.
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says in the Symposium, corresponds to opinion (S6ga)

which lies between knowledge and ignorance. In fact

Bvp.6^ itself in the Republic is seen to occupy this middle

place
1

just as epooy partakes of the nature of desire

and yet aims at something beyond itself, so Ovpos lies

between TO eTnflu/zr/Tt/coV and the higher element, TO Xoyicm-

KOV, to which nevertheless it is by nature an ally (kiriKovpov
* j ' \
OV

(f>VCTl).

In the Phaedrus Plato has set forth at length, in

mythical form, this mixed nature of emotion. There 2

(Phaedr. 245) the discussion starts from the notion of the
' movement ', the motive aspect of the soul (/ai^ueojy apx*7

TO avrb avTo KIVOVV). This idea is elaborated in the picture

of the 'mixed nature of the winged horses and charioteer '.
3

Here the impulse towards something higher, the winged

steed, is joined to, and weighed down by, the heavier

earthy element of mere appetite (TO e/i/3/>t0eo-Tpoi'). Were
it free to soar, the higher would rise to the

'

region of the

divine
'

(77
TO TO>V 6eS>v yei/oy OIKCI), and there find its appro-

priate nourishment.
4

Rising altogether beyond the regions

and relativities of sense where all is change and a process
of '

becoming ',
it would partake of absolute '

being
'

(ova-ia) ;

5

it would cease to be individual, a part, and would include

the whole within itself, would be in fact the harmony of

the whole (n-civra, TOV Koap-ov SioiKti).
6

Thus in impassioned vision Plato seems to see the

glorious destiny of mind ; but coming back to its human
conditions he finds there inevitable limitations. It is, in

fact, the myth seems to suggest, just through such limita-

tions, arising in some failure of the soul's own powers,
7

that its human existence has its origin an existence

involving body and the use of sense, and so entailing as

1
Rep. iv. 441 A. * Phaedr. 245 C. 3 Phaedr. 246 A. 4 Phaedr. 246 E.

8 Phaedr. 247 E. 6 Phaedr. 246 C. 7 Phaedr. 248 C.

B 2
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we saw a necessary dependence on surroundings, and

I consequent possibilities of misdirection. 1
It becomes

almost impossible that any sense of the whole should be

maintained 2
(see above (p. 15) for the insistence on some

such wholeness in art and the training of sense), and in

this failure self-assertion i. e. the insistence on the undue

development of a part means discord. In the myth the

gods are seen to be free from such error <f)06i>o$ yap eo>

OeLov xPv lo-rarai and so their vision is unhindered,

whereas the human soul is fatally impeded by it (rrarovcraL

dXXrjXas Kal eTriftaXXovcrai, Irepa Trpb rfj? erepay Trapco/ierr;

yevevBai), i. e. by the absence of that Koivavia maintained

in the Republic to be a necessary bond of union, and the

presence of 0fAort/u'a,
3
QiXoviKia.

The result is presented as, at best, a compromise.
4

Emotion being of the mixed nature must work through

the senses 5 and by mere 'appearance' (#6a), and after

all find its nourishment (rpo^ Sogao-Tij) in the world of

appearance. Yet emotion nevertheless carries within it

this craving, this impulse after something beyond sight

and sense, the 'winged nature'. How shall such a nature

develop out of the mixed (TO gv^vrov}, so that instead of

two there shall be in effect one ?

The element of unity required is indicated in the myth

by the
'

charioteer' who stands for reason (Aoyoy).
6 With-

out him the noble steed is powerless to check the baser 7

as Ovpos is in its nature not a ruler, but only a subject, an

ally, of reason 8
(vrpocr^/cet v-rrrjKoa) eTvai Kal |y/i/ix< rovrov)

and the same cause is assigned in the Republic as in

the Phaedrus, viz. that reason alone can grasp the whole.

1 Phaedr. 250 A. a Phaedr. 248 A.
3 Phaedr. 253 E, even the good steed is rifirjs fpaarrjs, but /ird ffcacppoavvrjs

at aiSovs.
4 Phaedr. 248 B ; cf. also 253 D a\T)Oivfjs dofos traipos.

6 Cf. Phaedr. 250 B. 6 Phaedr. 253 E \6ya> r}Vio\ttTcu.
1 Phaedr. 256 A. 9

Rep. iv. 441 E
;
Phaedr. 247 D.

re
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There is one form of emotion, one use of sense, which

conduces, Plato says, more than any other to the develop-

ment of reason, viz. the love of beauty, the sense of sight
x

though even this, he says here and more explicitly in

the Republic, is not in itself sufficient to grasp reality

(?7 <ppovri<TL$ ov\ opdrat). In the figurative language of the

Phaedrus it is beauty that is most like the reality
2

partaken
of by soul in its divine condition, and therefore most capable
of exciting 'recollection' of it.

3 In other words, it is

through sight and the love of beauty that the mind can

come to a knowledge of its own nature (<f)v<ns), and so

effectively aim at its realization. In the myth it is beauty
and the love of beauty that quickens the growth of the

wing
4

(avaTTTepuxrav ray SioSovs rutv Trrepco^) ; the beloved,

when inspired by love,
' sees himself as in a mirror

'

though
he knows it not (axnrtp kv KaroTrrpa) kv ro> tp&vTi iavrov

6pS>v AeA?7<9e), and so it is the persons corresponding to his

own individual and innate 0t/o-iy that each is impelled to love

Tov"Epu)Ta rS>v KaXStv Trpoy rpoTTov e/cAeyercu e/cacrroy
5

(as

in the myth it is the character nearest to the God whom
the soul once followed, that it chooses and by imitation

becomes like, KaO' eKaa-rov Oeov, ov eVao-roy r\v yoptvrrjS,
6

cKtlvov TLfjiwv re KO.I /ayuouyueyoy et'y TO Svvarov fj). Here, as

always, emotion works by imitation, but in so far as this is

unconscious of itself (iavrbv 6pS>v XeXrjde)
7

it fails to become

anything more, it fails to excite conscious recollection, to

bring before the mind the
'

divine
'

perfection of which the

beautiful object is but a copy. The love of beauty is in

Plato's phrase a beginning of
'

the heavenward pilgrimage
*

(KaTrjpyfj.ivoi rfjs vTrovpaviov iropeias, Phaedr. 256 D), but if it

failstoarouse reason it ends only in the state of compromise,
8

1 Phaedr. 250 D. a Phaedr. 250 B. 3 Phaedr. 251 A and 249 C.
4 Phaedr. 251 B. * Phaedr. 252 D.
6 Cf. Laws ii. 654 A TOVS Geovs avyxopivras, and above, p. 14.
7
Cf. Rep. iii. 401 D. 8 Phaedr. 256 B, C.
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in the region of opinion ; self-assertion does not become self-

realization (SiaiTT) <piXoTi(j.(t) \prjo-covTai), the parts are not

united into a whole (ov Trdcrrj 8e8oyfjLeva rfj Siavoia Trparroi/re?),

the self is not its own master, and therefore not harmonious

(ey/eparc^y avrS>v KOL /f6o-//(oi)andreducedto order^eray/zeyot).
1

Precisely the same idea recurs in the Symposium. There

too epcoy is a process of finding and reproducing the self in

what is beautiful.
2 There too is an ascent 3

(tTravitvai)

through the power of sight and the love of beauty, from

objects and individuals,
4
shifting appearances and images,

to thoughts, to the recognition of beauty in act and word,
until the absolute unchanging essence,

5 the
' whole '

of it,

be attained. In effect it is the development of reason,

the power (latent, says Plato in all human souls 6
) of '

going
from the many particulars of sense to the one universal of

reason'.7 This power is fully developed in very few

minds.8 The majority, therefore, are found to be in a kind

of transition state, showing at different stages the greater

or less ascendancy of the emotional element in mental

activity. The enumeration of types in the Phaedrus 9

may
be thus taken as an illustration of the t7ravapaQp.oi of the

Symposium and as furnishing instructive examples of

Plato's power of psychological analysis.

First 10 come instances of the
' few

* who have attained

the fuller development, the 'lover ofwisdom', and the 'lover

of the beautiful '. In them love, epcoy, has developed into

knowledge. The artist, too (/J.OVO-IKOS), has a grasp of the

ideal and so belongs to this highest class. But after these

follow characters of a lower type, in all of whom 6vp.6s

may be traced as on the whole predominant.

1 Contrast with this the condition described in Phaedr. 256 A.
9
Symp. 209 B. *

Symp. 211 C. *
Symp. an A.

5
Symp. 211 D. 6 Phaedr. 249 B. '

Ibid.
8 Phaedr. 250 A ov paSiov &iraaji ; Rep. iv. 441 A, B

;
vi. 491 A ; Tim. 51 E ;

cf. also Laws ii. 653 A and Rep. vii. 517 B. ' Phaedr. 248 D. 10 Ibid.
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The first is the law-abiding king.
1 This is hardly the

'

kingly
'

character of the Republic, but rather the kind of

ruler demanded by the law-giver in Book IV of the Laws.2

Asked 'What are the conditions which you require in

a state before you can organize it ?
'

the law-giver answers,
' Give me a state which is governed by a tyrant, and let the

tyrant be young and have a good memory ;
let him be quick

at learning, and of a courageous and noble nature : let him

have that quality which is the inseparable companion of all

the other parts of virtue, if there is to be any good in

them.' This is explained to be '

temperance ',
but in this

case only
'

in the vulgar sense' (SrjfjuoSris), viz. that which is

the natural gift of children and animals a. character

expressed almost in the very words used in describing

Ovfjios in the Republic.

Bracketed with this kind of ruler we find in the Phaedrus

/Saa-tXei/9 TroAe/HKoy /cat dpxixos, the 'warrior-chief as he

has been called ;
one in whom clearly the

'

manly
'

quality

is the leading characteristic.

The third class 3 is described by three adjectives,

TroXiTiKos, otKovoniKos, xprjuaTKTTtKos. It consists apparently

of persons who make a career in politics or commerce ;

who possess, in fact,
'

public spirit
'

and are moved by a

desire of fame or wealth (0tXori/zm, QiXoviKia), characters

familiar enough in the Republic,
4 and there recognized

as not possessing
'

the instrument of judgement
'

and so

still subject to the guidance of emotion.

The fourth kind is represented by the athlete (yvpva<m-

jf6s), the man concerned with ' the care of the body '. It is

the special mark of
'

Gymnastic
'

in the Republic
5 that it

extends and, if exclusively pursued, may unduly develop,

1 Phaedr. 248 D. 2 Laws iv. 709 E. See Jowett's translation.

3 Phaedr. 248 B. *
Rep. ix. 582 D. *

Rep. iii. 410 D.
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the ' wild beast
'

element emotional activity in the form of

anger or resentment.

Fifth is the life of the seer or the initiated /zai/rtKoy fttos r\

rif reAeo-TVKoy. Now Plato's view of this character is a

curious and well-marked one
;

it is a kind of humorous

mixture of reverence and contempt reverence for the

utterances of truth, and contempt for the witlessness of

those who give them voice. Such persons, he says, are

reckoned to have something divine about them
;

x whereas

his own contention is always that it is the opposite

character, viz. absolute intelligibility, that may be rightly

conceived to constitute the
' divine ', since it also constitutes

reality.
2 So for Plato divination is the 'gift of God to

human folly',
3 and the seer stands for the person who

does right without knowing why, carried along by opinion

(wSogia) or the mere force of emotion (the pavia of the

Phaedrus) ;
that is to say, ruled by 0y/z6?.

4

In the sixth grade are found the poet and 'imitator'.

This is the lower kind of artist referred to in the Republic
5

as appealing specially to that capacity which lends itself

so well to imitation, viz. emotion TO ayavaKr-^rLKov, TO

6v{j.oeiSts. His relation to the previous class, the inspired

seers, is indicated in the Apology
6 where Socrates declares

that poets also 'do what they do not by wisdom but by
a kind of nature through inspiration '.

In the Apology, moreover, another class is found closely

allied to the poets through this very lack of self-knowledge,

viz. the craftsmen.7 And they occupy a corresponding

place in the Phaedrus, being found in the next, the seventh

class, along with ol yecopy^o/. These two kinds of manual

1 Meno 99 C, and so below, 99 E; and in Phaedr. 244 C pavTiicT) is derived

from naviKT) d/s KaAoG oVros, orav Otiq. /j.oipa yiyvyrai.
2 Cf. Rep. v. 477 A, and Soph. 248 D rrjv p\v tyvxty jiyvwrnteiv, rf)v 8e ovalav

fiyvdiffiteaOai.
3 Tim. 71 E. 4 Meno 99 C

;
cf. also Phaedr. 244 B.

*
Rep. x. 605 A. 6

Apol. 22 C.
7

Apol. xt D.
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work or '

production
'

are found side by side again in the

Sophist, where husbandry is included with plastic and
'

imitative
'

arts under the general head of art which is

'

creative
'

(noL^riKri).
1 Whether therefore regarded as

'imitative' or as resting merely upon a kind of habitual

dexterity which is second nature,
2 these arts are concerned

only with phenomena,
3 and do not lead from 'the many

particulars of sense to the one universal of reason
',
and so

those who pursue them exercise not reason but Ov/ios.

That the Sophist and the demagogue of the eighth class

are closely akin may be judged from the passage in the

Republic,
4 where the former are found pandering to the

opinions of the multitude as though to
' the passions of

some great beast
'

;
but their true relationship is more

accurately shown in the dialogue called
' the Sophist '.

Here the argument,
5 after labyrinthine wanderings, issues

in the conclusion that the Sophist is not only an

imitator following opinion instead of knowledge (&>o/u-

//77T?7?), but one who has some suspicion of his own state,

and so is a dissembler (apom/co? /u^r???).
6 This cha-

racter he shares with the demagogue, the only difference

being that the latter practises his arts on multitudes and in

public, the former only in private.
7 So both are of those

who nourish, and are nourished, by rpo0r) So^aarrj, and

attain not to the higher place of the ideal.

The ninth class, the last and lowest of these mental types,

is represented by the tyrant. In the Republic
8 Plato has

portrayed him in lurid colours. He answers to the soul

in which the charioteer has lost control,
9 and the baser

of the two Steeds, #/3/oe<wy KCU a\aoveias traipos, has it all

his own way (<TKIPTO>V fita. 0e/>erai). In such a man

1
Soph. 219 B. a

Cf. Rep. iii. 395 D. s Cf. Rep. x. 597 A.
1

Rep. vi. 493 A. 5
Soph. 267 E.

6
Soph. 268 A. 7

Soph. 268 B.

Rep. ix. 573.
9
Rep. ix. 571 C. lo

Rep. ix. 572 E
; below, 574 E.8
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if it can still be called so, reigns unbridled by reason or

any touch of the ideal; pictured by Plato as the 'great

winged drone
'

it becomes a horrible travesty of the winged

creature, the enlightened e'/xoy of the Phaedrus.

The emotional activity of the soul has been seen to be

concerned with sense * and yet tending always to pass

beyond sense beyond itself into a different and higher,

because more inclusive, form of activity, e'/xoy is essentially

an impulse, apt in appropriate surroundings to develop
the true 0uov?, yet liable also to misdirection capable of

rising into faXo/iaOta, or of remaining no more than

(piXoviKia.
2

It thus occupies the borderland, TO, fjLeragv,

between the world of sense and the world of thought.
3

There is no hard and fast line between the emotional and

the reasoning activity, but until the latter emerges the

mind is not full-grown, does not exist as a unity, whole and

complete. Reason appears from this point of view as the

outcome of Soga ;
that is to say, the image or appearance of

unity reflected on the mind from without at last becomes

imprinted on it (KaraSverai els TO ivrbs rfji -fyvx^?),
4 and so by

reason of constant care and tendance (Oepairtia)
5 becomes

realized the god, as Plato would say, dwelling within,

obtains recognition.

As epcoy or Ovpos expresses the nature of this transition

state viewed from the side of desire, so its condition viewed

from the side of knowledge is expressed by Soga.
6

(c) The mixed nature of 86ga appears in the Sophist and

in the Theaetetus. 7 There it has, on the one hand, all the

aspect of a reasoned conclusion (Siavoias aTroTeXtvTrjo-is) ;

when the soul has been conversing with herself (Sidvoia),

the '

silent affirmation or denial
'

which results is called

doga.
1

Yet, on the other hand, it is seen also working

1 Cf. Theaet. 179 C. 2 Tim. 90 B. 3 See note i.
*

Rep. iii. 401 D.
5 Tim. 90 C. 6

Symp. 202 A. 7

Soph. 263 E
;
Theaet. 190 A.
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through sense and issuing in
'

phantasy V that is,
'

image-

making
'

(not necessarily limited like our word '

imagination
'

to re-presentation, but including also presentation or

perception cf.
2 below 26670 QavTaa-TiKov is a branch of

Earlier in the same dialogue
3
86ga appears as a spurious

form of thought, the result of false reasoning, produced by
imitative arts, as e. g. in the young, who being

'

far from the

truth
'

are misled by their senses (8ta rS>v &T<W TOIS Aoyoi?

yorjTcvcw) and have no hold on reality (rS>v OI/TGOV e0a77recr0at).

The characteristic of <S6|a is that it is incomplete and

contradictory, and does not tally with facts (dvaTtTpdfyOat.

VTTO rS>v kv raTy 7rpaecni> epyooi/ Tra/oayet'o/zlfo)*'). So in the

Republic
4

it is seen to include these same two elements,

the 'faculty of proceeding by likenesses' (a'/cao-m), and

'belief (Trio-ris), and, as being concerned only with the

shifting (yeVe<m), not with the permanent, to be inferior to

Sidvoia. Again, in the Theaetetus,
5

it is compared to
' an

image seen in a mirror', or to likenesses judged at a

distance, matters in which one is liable to make mistakes,

e. g. confusing left and right like
'

putting the right shoe

on the left foot
'

(coo-Trep ol '^fJLira\Lv vTroSovp-evoi).
6 Here

too its mixed nature appears concerned, as in the Sophist,
both with knowledge (or thought, Sidvoia] and with sense

(vrep* S)v
Lo-fjiev

re /cat ala-Qavo^Qa}. It is here that it is

presented as an '

impression from without
',

7 as has been

said before, dependent for its result on the receptivity of the

mind itself.

In regard to its connexion with Sidi/oia or knowledge
a difficulty arises, akin to that in Book V of the Republic,

8

where opinion is seen to be neither knowledge nor igno-

1

Soph. 264 A. 3
Soph. 266 E. 8

Soph. 234 B, C. "

Rep. vii. 533 E.
6 Theaet. 193 C. 6 Theaet. 194 B. 7 Theaet. 194 C, D, 195 A.
8
Rep. v. 477 E

; Theaet. 196 C.
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ranee (TO /j-eragv dyvotas KOL eTnor^//?;?). There seems to be

a contradiction between error (admitted by opinion) and

knowledge. In the Republic (477 D and foil.) the explana-

tion offered is the one already indicated, viz. that knowledge
and opinion are two different forms of activity (Suvapets),

and so directed to different objects.
1 The object of know-

ledge is what zs (TO 6V),
2
unchanging and permanent,

distinguished by its unity and simplicity (TO e/AtK/ni/coy 6V) ;

3

that of opinion (since it cannot be the non-existent) is of a

mixed nature, shifting, manifold,
4 so that what it is at one

time it is not at another (a/j.a 6V re KCU
/*?) 6V).

3 This shift-

ing diverse character reappears in the Theaetetus in Plato's

simile of birds in an aviary.
5 Each opinion or piece of

knowledge acquired is like a bird put into the cage.
6 In

time a heterogeneous collection is gathered there in one

sense the mind may be said to possess them, yet in another

sense not (Tporrov /j.ev yap dv irovnva (^OL/JL^V CLVTOV aura? del

*X ll/ TpoTfov <5e y' aX\ov ovSefj-iav 'fyeiv), for so long as

one '

tries to catch a pigeon and gets a ring-dove by mis-

take
',

7 one can scarcely be said to be master in one's own

aviary. Some examination and classification is necessary ;

if the different species, for instance, were separated into their

own flocks (/car' ayeAa?) and not fluttering about at random

(fj.6vas Sia Traa&>v ony av Tvycocn TreTOyiieVas
1

),
there would be

no difficulty in distinguishing them. There must be a

review and organization of opinions before they can de-

velop into the permanence and unity of knowledge.
8
It is as

though a man should first learn the name of each bird and

then proceed to classify, and so reason about the names

(ovop.dT(H)v yap <rv^TT\oKr]v elvai \6yov ova-iav) ;

9
just as in the

case of words, the elements out of which they are com-

1
Rep. v. 478 A, B. 2

Rep. v. 478 C. s
Rep. v. 478 D.

1

Rep. v. 479 B. 5 Theaet. 197 E. 6 Theaet. 197 E.

7 Theaet. 199 B. 8 Theaet. 202 B. 9 Theaet. 202 B.
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posed are meaningless until united into syllables. In like

manner the mind may possess all the elements, in the form

of opinions (Sogai) or impressions (alcrdr^Ta), and yet, until

it can fit these parts into a whole and see the meaning, the

reason, of them, it does not 'know' them. This confused

unorganized nature of opinion explains its instability. In

the Republic, Book III,
1

it is described as liable to be
'

stolen
'

either by fraud or force (77 yoT/reu^erres- rj (3iaa-6tvTes}.

And the means of the theft as there enumerated are them-

selves a confirmation of the emotional character of S6ga.

They are persuasion, forgetfulness, pain, pleasure, fear.

Persuasion, Plato finds, is specially effective with chil-

dren 2
(in v/hom, as we have seen, Ovpos is predominant).

3

It is an effect of conditions and environment, e. g. he de-

clares that to persuade the young to good the law-giver

must make the community unanimous.4 This injunction is

repeated in the Laws, where persuasion is to take the form

of custom and public opinion
5

(Tre/o-ei tOecn Kal trraivois).

Forgetfulness, again, is characteristic of the
'

wild
'

element in the soul (TO aypiov). In the Republic it is the

character described as Sva-Koiv&vriTos KOU dypia, that is, 'full

of forgetfulness' and so 'empty of knowledge' (\TJOrjs

TrAecoy, eTnar??/^? xevos, Rep. 486 C).

Lastly in regard to pain, pleasure, fear, and the like, S6ga,

being itself a result of the soul's receptivity, is found liable

in its turn to be dislodged by emotional stimulus pro-

ducing a contrary impression. This is Plato's reason for

demanding that there shall be no inconsistency allowed for

the young in such matters as pleasure,
6

pain, and fear,
7

that opinion instead of being shaken may be constantly

confirmed. Soga is in fact taste (TO r

1

Rep. iii. 413 A. 2 Laws ii. 663 E, 664 A ; cf. below, 664 B.

3
Rep. iv. 441 A. * Laws 664 A ;

cf. also Rep. iii. 401 ;
vii. 519 E.

5 Laws ii. 663 B, C. 6 Laws vii. 797 B, C. 7 Laws vii. 791 B.
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and the stronger and more confirmed good taste becomes
the less likely it is to be overthrown by any sudden access

of passion or emotion. 1

Yet even habitual good taste can never be regarded as

in itself entirely stable or permanent ; Soga, like epo>y, finds

stability (/Se/JatWty) only in the presence of the higher, or

as Plato calls it the 'divine
', 'permanent

'

element (TO aetye*>e?

6i/ 777? ^fx^s- //epos-).
2

It maybe said indeed to foreshadow

'the march of the soul towards knowledge',
3 and so it is that

it sometimes appears as a sort of flash of divine intuition,
4

but such flashes are fugitive,
5 and if they issue in right

action, it is none the less devoid of reason, unintelligent

(vovv fj.r) e^oi/rey).

The image by which Plato describes such intuitions

in the Meno brings us back in idea to that of the Theaetetus.

As the birds fluttered about and refused to be caught, so

these '

images of Daedalus
'

are useless unless bound,
6 for

they 'run away' and are lost (eav ^ei/ /n) <5e5e/*o/a 77

dTroSiSpdcrKei KCU SpaTrertvei). As opinions had to be

reviewed and organized, so here they must be bound by
the 'tie of the cause' (amay Xoyta-^}. This divine bond is

reason, thought.
7 The soul's activity must be 'turned

back
'

upon itself,
8 and so become reflection, self-examination,

that the mind may know itself and know what it is doing

(yva>vaL rd re avrov KO.I eavroV). This is a different condition

from that of the inspired persons of the Meno (99 C) who 'say

indeed much that is true but know nothing of what they

say'. In the Philebus this process of coming to oneself is

connected with memory. Memory
9

is there the special

pleasure of the soul itself, i. e. the mark of a complete

1 Cf. Laws i. 633 D. J Pol. 309 B. 3
Cratyl. 420 B. Meno 99 C.

B So above, Meno 97 E, 98 A, opinions are like the moving images of Daedalus.
6 Meno 97 E. 7

Cf. Rep. vii. 518 E.
8 So in Theaet. 198 D, of the birds

;
also in Tim. 71 E, where navrwri is

discussed. See also 72 A. 9
Phil. 33 C.
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mental activity. Yet here a distinction becomes necessary
*

^rj/j-rj, the word used above for memory, means merely
the duration of impressions of sense (o-coTr)piai> ato-^o-ecoy)

and would therefore become the ground of associative

knowledge (86ga) the sort of knowledge possessed by the
'

prisoners in the cave
' 2

watching the images that passed

before them and 'remembering which of them generally

came before or after others or at the same time '. From
thiswe must distinguish aya/^cns

1

,

3 recollection orreflection,

in which the mind, independent now of impressions of

sense (avrr] kv eavrfi), recalls and uses images, returning
as it were upon herself.4

It is this self-awakening, this development of the final

and complete activity of soul (aper?) tyvxfjs), that occupies
so much attention in the Republic. It is called there

a conversion (TreptaycoyT?)
5

being not in fact an introduction

of a new factor, but a direction and concentration of the

activity (Swapis) already existing, a process figured by
Aristotle as the circle, the returning of the mind into itself

(cf. Wallace, Aristotle's Psychology, page c, Introduction).

Plato himself employs a similar image in Book X of the

Laws 6
where, of the two kinds of motion, that which ' moves

in one place', i.e. 'must move about a centre like globes
made in a lathe

', is found to be ' most entirely akin and

similar to the circular movement of mind '. But for him

this movement also presents itself as an ascent for

instance, in the Symposium (e-rravafiaOfjioL} while in the

Republic
7

it possesses both aspects in one the prisoners

in the cave must first turn round to the light and then

struggle upwards towards it (n-pLciyeiv rov avytva KCU

The process, it is emphatically stated, is not an

1 Phil. 34 B.
2
Rep. vii. 516 C. (Cf. Bosanquet : Companion to Plato's Republic.)

3 Phil. 34 B. Ibid. B
Rep. vii. 518 E, and 521 C.

6 Laws x. 898 A. See Jowett's translation. 7
Rep. vii. 515 C.
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easy one ; it is
' no mere turning over of an oyster-shell

'

(OVK oa-rpaKov av en; 7repio-Tpo(f>rj Rep. 521 C), and this

appears to be said rather as a criticism on the earlier

scheme of education, as though the task had been there

somewhat too lightly undertaken.1 That education turns

out to be not such as to lead to this result of conversion,

to be directed in fact merely to the production of good
habits. In so far it tends to harmony, yet it is a training of

Ovpos and epcoy rather than of reason, and so is concerned

with the appetites and emotions and the excellences

connected with them.

And here, in the light of this criticism of Plato's, and

before leaving the sphere of mere opinion and feeling, we

may recognize a class of characters that specially belongs

there (like the types already mentioned under ep00
?)* and to

be found constantly recurring throughout the Platonic

dialogues. It is just in such types, fashioned out of the

living material of the world, by help of the selection and

rejection that every artist must use when he wishes to

present, with any meaning, a part of reality, that Plato

develops his views about the activities of the soul. The

type, then, that is brought to light in this criticism of the

first education is that of the person trained from his youth

to good habits in congenial surroundings,
2 so as to possess

what may be called 'social virtue' (^//ort/c?) dperrj). He

faithfully reflects the notions and ways of life that surround

him, and is by training a lover of beautiful sights and

sounds;
3
nay, he is probably also a lover of learning

(^uAo/iafl?;?),
4 and may be so fond of argument that he

will delight 'like a puppy' to play with opinions and
'

pull them to pieces '.
5 Yet with all this he is still as it

were in a region of darkness and dreams and shadows,
6

1

Rep. vii. 521 E, 522 A. 8 Cf. Rep. x. 619 C. 3
Rep. v. 476 B.

4 Rep. v. 475 D TO) Karafj.avddvdv xaipovres.
* Cf. Rep. vii. 539 B.

6 Cf. Rep. v. 478 C
; Pol. 277 D.
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like a prisoner, says Plato, in an underground cave.1

Such people
2 are content to accept the notions current in

the society in which they live, and since their taste has

been well trained pleasure may be a very fair guide. Yet

even their pleasure in beauty leads them no further ;
for

they spend their lives running about after these things.
3

They are like the artists who delight in mere cleverness.

Their art is degraded to mere '

Thaumaturgy ',
Plato says,

and becomes insincere and superficial.
4 And the reason

is not far to seek. These lovers of sights and sounds are

still without the specific power
5 described in the Phaedrus

(e/c iro\\S>v lov aia-Orjcrfcw eh %v Xoyio-/Ji(0 ^vvaipov^vov).

They are still content with 'the many formulae of the

many men',
6 and therefore they are still groping in the

twilight of opinion. Having no absolute standard 2

they are content to balance pleasure against pleasure, in

a manner of '

skilful weighing ',

7 an equilibrium so

unstable as to be upset by any chance gust of caprice or

passion. It is this
'

many-coloured
'

life of the emotions,

so perilous through its lack of any unifying principle, any
absolute and supreme rule or standard by which the worth

of pleasure can be once for all assigned, that Plato

condemns. He shows that it cannot in fact be a permanent

condition, it is merely a stage either on the upward or the

downward road. For children must after this manner be

trained to virtue,
8 and yet if they grow up and still remain

in the dreamland of their youth,
9 unless they find some

rude awakening (Sta TraOrjfj.dTwv avayKagon.tvovs) they will

drift further and further into the land of shadows, losing

1
Rep. vii. 514 A.

a Cf. the description of ^i\rjKooi nal (pi\o9faftoi'e$ (Rep. v. 476 B).
3
Rep. 475 D. * Laws ii. 669 E, 670 A.

5
Rep. v. 476 B. *

Rep. v. 479 D.
7

Protag. 356 B. 8 So in Laws ii. 659 E, speaking of music.
9 Cf. Soph. 234 C, D.
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hold of themselves and so of reality, until the shadow of

death overtakes them.1 This is the downward course

described in Republic, Book VIII, which begins with
'

aristocracy
' and ends with '

tyranny '.
2

It is a degenera-
tion arising in the first instance from the dominance of the
'

timocratic
'

element in the soul that is 0u/zoy Sia(f>ai>eo-Ta-

rov 8' kv avrfl kariv tv n IJLOVOV VTTO rov Ov/jiotiSovs KparovvTos,

fyiXovLKiou KCU (ptXoTifjLiai (Rep. 548 C). This is a condition

lacking unity to begin with (/ze/a/erat yap), and though it is

still a disposition studious and artistic (faXo/iova-ov KOU

(piXiJKoov 548 E), through this want of unity it tends always
to further disintegration. The balance so nicely adjusted

swings down as the character falls under corrupting

influences from without,
3 and the man becomes a mere

money-grubber, a ' drone in the hive '.
4

Appetite comes

to reign supreme in him, even 6vjj.6s is dethroned. 5 At

first there will be a show of balance about him, for he

subdues his 'unnecessary' to his 'necessary' desires

(skilful weighing again),
6 but finally the invading army

of '

many-coloured
'

pleasures
7 disarms him and takes

possession of the citadel of his soul. 8 In their train 9 comes

a host of false and lying notions and '

opinions
'

which

refuse entrance to any that are better, and all his thoughts

and beliefs become perverted. So that insolence he

calls
'

good-breeding ', anarchy
' freedom ', shamelessness

'

courage '.
10 As he grows older he again perhaps strikes

a kind of balance of pleasures in that he welcomes any alike

which chance throws in his way, and gives precedence to

none.11 But 12 he has now lost every shadow of consistency

or unity, he is never the same person for two days

1
Rep. vii. 534 C. 2

Rep. viii. 544 C. 3
Rep. viii. 549 B.

4

Rep. viii. 552 C.
5
Rep. viii. 553 C, D. 6

Rep. viii. 554 A.
7
Rep. viii. 559 D. 8

Rep. viii. 560 B. 9
Rep. viii. 560 C, D.

10
Rep. 560 E. u

Rep. viii. 561 C. 12
Rep. viii. 561 D.
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together. His speech and actions, like his pleasures, are

the sport of chance. Now comes the last state of all when
amid this wild revel of anarchy there arises one mighty
and all-enslaving lust, e/acora TWO, Trpoo-rar^i/ rS>v apyStv KCU

ra TOi/J.a SLavtfJLOfJitvtov 7n.Qv[j.i>v, viroirrfpov /cat /zeyai/ Krjfyrjva.

TLva (572 E, 573 A). This lords it over the soul/ strangling

all notions (Sogai) of good that may oppose it, and in place

of measure filling it with madness. Truly the last state of

the man of opinions is worse than the first, for at last, from

the comparatively harmless life of dreams, he has reached

a state which is nothing but a terrible nightmare.
2

In what then, it may be asked, consists the opposite

process to this ? Whence shall the light come that is to

disperse the darkness and awake the soul from dreaming,
so that it may distinguish substance from shadow and see

all things in their true proportion ? For this, as Plato is

always asserting, is the peculiarity of the twilight land of

opinion : that there are no ' values
'

in it
3 so that the

great may appear small and the small great
4 there is no

sense of harmony or relationship, opinions independent
and discrepant flutter about like birds in an aviary,

5 so that

the wrong one is seized by mistake. Or again, the soul 6
is

like a notebook in which the jottings of sense impression

and memory (/ti/??/^) are illustrated
' illuminated

'

as it

were by fancy or imagination.
7 Yet these too are a mere

jumble, there is nothing to distinguish the true from the false,

the greater from the less. It is as though the eye grew weary
with a kaleidoscopic variety of colours in which there was
no '

key ',
no scheme, to reduce them to order. Better

than all this, Plato seems to say, the slightest sketch in

black and white in which the outline is simple and clear.
8

1
Rep. ix. 573 B. 2

Rep. ix. 574 E.
3
Rep. v. 478 C yvwfffcus aKOTufieortpov.

* Cf. Soph. 234 E.
5 Cf. Theaet. 197 C, D. 6 Phil. 38 E, 39 A.
7 Phil. 39 B. 8 E. g. cf. Phil. 58 D.

C 2
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Where then is the key to be found, the magic power that

shall select this and reject that and set clear before the

soul a scheme of thought and life ? Can pleasure be the

determining force ? But pleasure is seen to possess just

this bewildering and boundless variety that characterized

opinion.
1 It offers no ground of distinction, since it

characterizes all activity alike. Pleasure and opinion are

comrades,
2 not master and servant x "/30/*617 Tav olwpeOa

fv TrpdrrtLv, /cat OTTOTCLV ^aipcoJJLZV olopeOa ev TrpdrTtiv av. It

is some force 3 that we must look for, something that shall

give form to, find unity in, impose limits upon, this bound-

less flux, this variegated multiplicity that, like the sun in

the daylight world, shall dispel the dimness and bring to

light reality.

THOUGHT AND REASON

The clue to such a force is found in the power of

abstraction. Just as the artist must abstract the essential

features of his subject,
4 even to the extent of rejecting

colour and selecting only form, before he can make his

sketch in outline, and having thus reduced the whole to

order can at his pleasure add colours in their due place, so

with the power of abstraction in the soul. It implies, says

Plato,
5 the resolute turning, in fact the forcible dragging

away, as it were, of the eyes from the dazzling phenomena
of the world with its never-ceasing change and movement,

that the soul may commune with itself in the colourless

inwardness of thought.
6

This then is the nature of the ' conversion
'

of which he

speaks, and the difficulty it involves is not far to seek.

1 Phil. 40 C, D, 31 A.
2 Cf. Laws ii. 667 E, 668 A, where pleasure and opinion are coupled.
3 Cf. Phil. 58 D T^J ^vx'Js W^ Swapis.
* Cf. Rep. vi. 484 C ; Laws x. 903 D ; Gorg. 503 E.
5 Cf. Rep. vii. 518 C

;
or again, in Rep. 519 A, it is the cutting off as it were

of ' leaden weights attached to the soul at birth '.
6 Cf. Phaedr. 247 C.
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The material on which abstraction has to work is due to

the constant preoccupation (epa?) with sight and sound

and sense. Indeed it was the business of education x
by

means of art to foster and direct this activity, that it might

find pleasure in all that the visible world presents. Art 2

itself is concerned with this same flux and variety, and

therefore is of little avail to strengthen the abstractive

power in the soul. So in the Republic the criticism of the

first education includes this condemnation of art a? re yap

rtyvai ftdvavaot TTOV airavai ZSogav tivai, Rep. 522 B.

Some other means must be found to withdraw the mind 3

from such preoccupation,
4 to give leisure for reflection,

'

bending it back
'

upon itself. For this is just where the -

true nature of the soul is displayed, it appears as
' master

.,

of itself in this process of self-examination. 5

In order to find the appropriate nourishment 6 for the

growth of this kind of activity Plato traces it back to its

lowest manifestation, to its most elementary form (TO <f)av\ov

TOVTO). And this he finds to be the power of number, of

counting ; for number implies difference 7 and so arouses

wonder, and hence that questioning
8 which we saw to be

characteristic of thought or reason. This power of calcula-

tion is just as characteristic of the inherent activity of

soul as that of rhythmic movement or of appetite, and like

these has means of nourishment appropriate to itself, as

well as its own peculiar pleasure (r)Sovas otWay, cf. Phil.

51 D). Such nourishment is supplied by what Plato calls

the '

study of the one
'

and its infinite divisibility,
10 or of

arithmetic, the art of reckoning ;

u that is to say, arithmetic

studied not in connexion with the concrete money, for

1 Cf. Rep. iii. 401 C. 8 Phil. 58 E, 59 A.
3 Cf. Phaedo 64 E, 65 A. 4 Phaedo 65 C.

5 Phaedo 94 C, D ; cf. Theaet. 189 E, 190 A ;
also Soph. 263 E.

6
Rep. vii. 522 B, C. 1

Rep. vii. 524 B. 8
Rep. vii. 524 C.

ij

Rep. vii. 524 D. !0
Rep. vii. 525 A. a Ibid. Cf. also Laws v. 747 B.
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instance, OVK a>vfj$ ovSt Trpacreoo? \apiv, 525 C (this would

be to return to the world of sense)
1 but as a purely

abstract science d\\' ecoy av k-rn Qiav TIJS T>V api6fj.5>v

(f>vcrecos d(f>tK(oi>Tat rrj vorja-fi avrfj and as
' the easiest way

to pass
'

from the world of sense to the world of thought.
2

Now this activity once aroused becomes a motive to

itself, it becomes actual. From being a mere capacity of

seeing unity in diversity (as in the Phaedrus)
3

it develops

into an active grasping at the truth (opeyrjTai rov 6Vroy) and

takes on the aspect of a passion
4
(eTntfu/im again). Reason,

in fact, the full and final development of the soul's activity,

is as the opening of an eye, revealing those hitherto dark

and half-blind processes by means of which the develop-

ment itself was taking place. These take on a new mean-

ing, each having reference now not merely to a part, but to

the whole ; e'pw? is no longer a passion for this or that

object, but for the truth. The very processes character-

istic of desire,
5
Kevoxris and TrXrjpaxns, directed originally to

mere existence, life, are now seen to point also to the
'

good life
',

6 the '

true being
'

or reality of knowledge ; and

the pleasure corresponding to this enlightened and en-

hanced activity is characterized by a wholeness and

completeness that gives it more reality (/3e/3cu6y re KOI

KaBapa fjSovij).
1

Truth, in fact, is seen to be just this, the

unifying principle that gives form to what was otherwise

formless, simplicity to what was complex, wholeness to

what was discrete. When the darkness and chaos of

sensation yield to the twilight of opinion,
8

it is to herald

the gradual dawning of this sun that is to dispel the

shadows and show reality in its true light.

This,
9 the source of light and existence in the world of

1 Cf. Laws v. 747 B. 2
Rep. 525 C. s Phaedr. 249 C.

4
Rep. v. 475 B ;

cf. 485 B, and Phileb. 58 D. 6

Rep. ix. 585 A, B.
*
Rep. 585 C iraatji dperrjs, and cf. 353 E for aptTT/ as representing

'

good life '.

7
Rep. ix. 586 A. 8

Rep. v. 478 C. 9
Rep. vi. 508 C, E.
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thought, as the sun in the visible world, is called by Plato

the
' Idea of the Good '

17
TOV dyaOov idta.. For the Good *

is for him just that harmony and simplicity which, as was

said at the beginning, is the actual <f)v<ri$ of the whole.

The Greek word idea (it is perhaps hardly necessary to

note) has a much looser meaning than the English word ;

it connotes classification, unification. The variety of its

application can hardly be better illustrated than by the

passage in the Theaetetus where Plato uses t<5ea of the

mind itself.
2 Yet even here the word certainly seems to

connote unity, the mind being that which unifies the

multiplicity of sense. Again ISea is the essential or per-

manent element 3 in each thing which makes it possible

to compare and classify,
4 and so lies at the root of

all thought and reason.3

This is the character of c8a as, for instance, opposed
to aia-Orjcriy or 86ga. These (like the indistinguishable

shapes of twilight) have no distinctive value,
5 no common

or absolute standard by which their relative positions are

assigned. Hence it is that to those who live by opinion,
6

following
'

the many formulae of the many men ',
the world

lacks coherence, is a mere chance jumble of phenomena ;

in the half light shadow and substance are confounded, and

there is no recognized pattern (7rapa<Say/*a) of truth and

reality.
7 Such have no permanence or certainty or

consistency of character, they do not 'know what they

know '

(cf. Char. 167), they take up a wrong opinion and

mistake it for knowledge
8

; they are different persons at

different times. So in Protagoras' supposed argument
as stated by Socrates in the Theaetetus 9 a man may be

said to 'know and not to know at the same time' and

1 Cf. Phil. 65 A, and 66 A. a Theaet. 184 D. s Farm. 135 C.

* Farm. 132 A. Theaet. 159 E, 160 A, 161 D. 6
Rep. v. 479 A and D.

7
Rep. vi. 484 C. 8 Theaet. 194 B, 199 A. 9 Theaet. 166 B.
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can scarcely be admitted to be ' one at all and not rather

many and infinite as the changes which take place in him '.

But once let him get a grip of reality and all falls into

place i. e. let him get an insight into some underlying

principle, even in his play
*

(as one might recognize the

sun by seeing it reflected in water tv vSacri ^avrda-jjiara

avrov, Rep. 516 B), and knowledge will become a real thing

to him, he will begin to see the 'whole
'

in the '

t
all

',

2 and

so becoming truly Koo-fuos and cri;i/o7m/c6y(Rep. 537 C) will

be able to envisage
'

all time and all existence '. Thus the

supreme ISea or elSos is the ideal or perfect form of know-

ledge which would render intelligible the whole of reality,

as partial sciences render it already in part. Every

possible perception, thought, feeling, motive, would thus be

reasonable, i. e. would be recognized for what it was, and

so find its meaning in the whole. This is why -f)
rov dyaOov

ISea is conceived as the form of scientific knowledge, no

less than as enlightening the individual reason. In the

Phaedo 3 Socrates finds fault with Anaxagoras and the

physical philosophers for
'

handling things blindly, as if in

the dark
'

(i/rT/Xa^xSi/rey cocnrfp kv (r/coret), and it is just

because they have missed this, the only true source of

light.
4 In the Politicus 5 the only efficient method of science

is to proceed by eiSrj, by abstraction and reason; things

of sense are in themselves an insufficient guide, for
' the

greatest and noblest truths have no outward images of

themselves visible to man '.
6

Just so it is by means of

this I8ia, that a man is set above the petty rivalries and

conceits of ordinary life
7
(expressed by such maxims as

'

every man for himself iravr^v /zerpoi/ dvOpanos, or <f)i\os

1 Cf. the recommendations in Rep. 536 D and 537 C
;

cf. also Laws xii. 965 C.
3 Theaet. 204 B ; cf. also Rep. 486 A. s Phaedo 99 B. * Phaedo 99 C.
* Pol. 285 A ;

Phil. 16 C, and above (16 B).
6 Pol. 285 E, 286 A.

7 So of the prisoners who had been released from the cave and had seen the

light of the sun (Rep. vii. 516 D) ; and cf. 586 B of the opposite state.
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at Trap aV0p<B7rop fyvvti Laws 731 E), through the per-

ception of what is the common end of all, an absolute

standard by which the value of each thing is determined,

which therefore makes it what it is gives it its essential

nature.1 This character appears in regard to every form

of activity, whether it be displayed in the pursuit of the

'

necessary pleasures
' 2 of appetite or in the guise of

emotion or opinion. Opinion, for instance, may be about

what is to happen (Sogat //eXA6z/ro)i/), so resolving itself into

hope or fear, cheerful courage or blank despair. But in

every case it is reason that gives the clue to truth,

'judging which of them is better or worse,'
3
by reference

to the standard which it alone possesses (?) TOV

The notion of an absolute standard, a common law under

which all phenomena are united Plato found, as we saw,

first awakened by means of number. And a study of

arithmetic and the other abstract sciences strengthens this

capacity by drawing the mind away from what is parti-

cular and variable to what is general and permanent.
5

This process of abstraction is figured as a constant dia-

logue of the mind with itself,
6 in which parts are being

continually discriminated in a whole,
7 in fact he calls this

activity dialectic 8
(a term connoting such a process), by

whose consummation 'the essence of each thing' and its

place in the whole are conceived. Only in so far as this

is attained can a man be said, in Plato's phrase, to possess

'mind' (vovs)? Unless he can distinguish the universal

principle and hold to it through all that may beset him

1
Rep. vii. 517 C.

3 E. g. in Phil. 63 B, C, it is the presence of such knowledge that enables

these pleasures to be distinguished.
3 Laws i. 644 C, D.

* Pol. 283 D, E, 284 A, where the existence of such a standard is asserted.

5
Rep. vii. 525 C 6

Soph. 263 E. T
Soph. 253 D, 254 A.

8
Soph. 253 D; Rep. vii. 534 B. Rep. 534 B.
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he has no grasp of reality, he is still in the land of

shadows.1

But this activity, whether it be called dialectic, reason,

abstraction, or thought, was concerned, we saw, with the

whole soul (vv 6\r) rf] tyvxf) irtpiaKTtov fivai, Rep. 518 C).

It takes up the process of assimilation no longer in

. a haphazard and groping fashion, but as consciously

aiming at a conceived perfection.
2 This is made evident

|(

in the language of the Republic : the
' Idea

'

or Form of

the Good is not only the standard of reason and thought,

but the aim (OVCOTTO?) of desire and of conduct. 3
It is of the

nature of an end self-sufficing and complete (airrapAo/y),
4

that perfection of its own nature at which every creature

aims 5 for it is
' the nature of the soul's activity to desire

the truth
'

(ntfyvKt rfjs ^rv\fjy 8vvafj.i$ tpdv re TOV dXrjOovs) and

to do everything for the sake of it (/cat irdvQ' tvtKa TOVTOV

TrpaTTfiv),
6

i.e. it is the motive of conduct, not a passive

idea in the mind, but active, seeking realization in act as

in the Phaedo in the exercise of reason the soul is grasping

after truth (orav opeyrjTai TOV c^roy).
7 The other and lower

forms of psychical activity were also aiming at the realiza-

tion of (pvo-is, but as it were blindly groping after it in the

dark. Now it is as though a man walking in his sleep

should suddenly awake to the direction of his movements :

8

there is no more drifting when reason takes the helm

Kv(3epvriTr)s Phaedrus 247 C).

THE WILL

It is in some such wholeness of mental activity, in that

which is the expression of the whole self, that Plato finds the

exercise of Will. In the Gorgias he states plainly enough
that no basis for will is to be found in Sogai, mere emotional

1
Rep. 534 C. a

Rep. 490 A, B. s So in Rep. vii. 519 C.
4 Cf. Phil. 67 A, 60 C. 5

Phil. 22 B. 6 Phil. 58 D.
7 Phaedo 65 C

;
cf. Rep. 485 D. s Cf. Pol. 277 D, 278 E.
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impulses and impressions. Tyrants,
1 he says there, do

what thus impresses them at the moment (o n av avroTs

86gy /SeA-noroj/ efycu), and yet their will is not concerned in

it (oi>8ev $>v ftovXovTat). In the Republic
2 there occurs an

almost identical statement, 17 TvpavvovfMtvr) dpa ^x*7 ijKia-To.

Troi^a-fi a av (3ov\T)Qfi, and, as in the Gorgias the condition

is ascribed to absence of reason, i>ovs, so here it is due to

a want of wholeness (coy nepl 0X779 etVefj/ ^x^)- The

tyrant stands for the mind that is not master of itself, but

its own slave.3 (The Greek phrases that correspond to

these KpeiTTav eavrov, JJTTCW eafroO 4 show more of the

implied truth, since they possess also the meaning
'

better

than oneself and ' worse than oneself ; that is to say, the

way for a man to make the best of himself, to realize his

own nature, is also that described as
'

self-mastery '.)

The contrast of slavery and freedom in regard to

character and action is one that constantly recurs in the

Platonic dialogues. So, for instance,
'

virtue
'

itself may be

of a slavish kind (i.e. if it lack thought, ^poV^cny);
5 those

who have no grasp of truth are accused of dveXevOfpca,
6

and lawyers, as mere sharp men of the world, are, as

compared to philosophers who strive after reality, cos- o//cerat

Trpoy t\vQepovsJ In the Laws the statement is made that
'

to conquer oneself is the best of all victories, to be worsted

by oneself the basest of all defeats '.
8

The fundamental difference between the two kinds of

'defeat' or 'victory',
9 between the real freedom and the

false, is put concisely in the Republic it is the difference

between being 'king of oneself and 'tyrant of oneself.10

The tyrannical man thinks himself free,
11 but in fact his

I
Gorg. 466 D. 2

Rep. ix. 577 E. 3
Rep. ix. 577 D.

4
Cf. Rep. iv. 431 A. 5 Phaedo 69 B.

* Cf. Rep. vi. 486 B, where the converse statement is made.
7 Theaet. 172 C, D, 173 A ; cf. also Symp. 210 D. 8 Laws i. 626 E.
9
Rep. iv. 430 E. 10

Rep. ix. 580 C.
II Cf. Rep. viii. 561 D (though here he is still in the ' democratic' stage).
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nature is so chaotic and diverse (ITOIKI\OS)
l that he cannot

be said to possess a self (lavrov &v a/cpcmop),
2 whereas the

true or kingly ruler, while free from the claims of ambition,

acknowledges himself the servant of the guiding principle

or law.3 A similar contrast is drawn out in Book IX 4 in

regard to the ' three-fold creature ',
between the state of

freedom which is licence and enmity, where the beasts are

free to drag the man whither they will and all may
'

bite

and devour each other', and the opposite, which is the

reign of law and friendship. Here again the contrast is

between variety and simplicity, the clash and chaos of

anarchy and the simplicity and ' continence
'

(ey/cpareta) of

order, so that the one is seen to be the distortion and

enslavement, the other the free development, of Qvcns.

Simplicity is in fact for Plato an equivalent of freedom

freedom from alloy and admixture, and so purity ;

5 free-

dom from random and contradictory impulse, and so

singleness,
6 as of movement in a straight line (TO eu&v) ;

7
yet

directed by a necessity within, not by coercion from with-

out.8 Freedom 9 in this sense is the result always of some

guiding principle or law ('^XOVTOS tv avrS> TO Qtiov dp-^ov),

hence dveXevOtpia is equivalent to avapyta, 'excess of

freedom
'

issues in
' excess of slavery V

In order then that a mind may be free to will in any

practical sense, it must have this character of simplicity, it

must be directed as a whole towards the attainment of its

object,
11 and this, Plato says, can only be when thought

and reason are in the ascendant.12 The real end, all men

I Cf. Rep. viii. 561 E. *
Rep. ix. 579 C. s

Rep. vii. 540 D, E.
4
Rep. ix. 589 A, B ;

cf. for the first state the democratic city of Rep. 562 E,

563 A, B. 5 Cf. Phaedo 69 C.

Laws i. 635 D air\ws dvSptioi KO.I f\fv6tpioi ; cf. Rep. 549 B fl\iKpivfy irpos

AptTriv.
7 Theaet. 173 A. * Cf. Rep. vii. 540 D, E TOVTW virypeTovvra.

9
Rep. ix. 590 D ; cf. Protag. 326 D. 10

Rep. viii. 564 A ;
Laws 699 E.

II
Gorg. 507 D iravra ij TOUTO ra avrov tjvvretvovra.

a
Rep. 582 D.
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agree, is the ' Good ',
this it is which gives Form and

wholeness. The intervening objects of endeavour, the

means, TO. /zera^, are as it were parts of the whole its

' content ',
and reason alone is the power of discrimination

that can duly analyse the whole into its parts, and again

give each part its place in the whole.1 It is only through

reason that the individual Sogai
2
(e. g. resolutions 3 to do this

or that) can find the truth they aim at, and play their part

in developing the scheme of the whole. ' The prayer of

a fool,' says Plato,
'

is full of danger, being likely to end in

the opposite of what he desires.'
4

So, on the one hand, there is the assertion of the universal

form of will, that all voluntary action is directed to the

good
5 and on the other, that actions are not in themselves

good or bad,
6 but only according to that which directs

them; and the co-ordination of these two statements

seems to be this, that if the motive be the Idea of Good,

only then will the means be rightly chosen ; if not, the

separate acts or resolutions have no standard to guide

them,
7 and the life, aiming at no clear end, is the sport of

chance.

So to say that all men will the good, is only to say

that all men have reason. The one as well as the other
.

may be latent, inactive, and until the sun appears above

the horizon until the Good appears in consciousness

darkness, or at best twilight, will be the condition of the ,'

soul.8 Such a consciousness of the End is reflection, is

self-knowledge,
9 since it involves recognition of the true,

1 So in Phil. 16 C, D, E. ' Cf. Theaet. 202 B, C. s Cf. p. 17, note 5.

4 Laws iii. 688 B.
5 Meno 78 A ;

Phil. 22 B.
6
Symp. 181 A

; Euthyd. 281 D, E.
7 Cf. Rep. vii. 519 C, 561 B, C ; so in Phil. 30 D, 31 A, mind is of the nature of

cause, and so rules or guides ; cf. 28 E.

8 The sort of day-dreamer described Rep. v. 458 A.
9 Cf. Phil. 48 C, 49 A, where the opposite condition is recognized as vicious.
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aim of self. That is to say, it is as the self is known, is

* mastered ',
in the whole and in detail, that will develops.

1

In the Laws Plato returns to this notion of self-mastery
2

and illustrates, by a vivid simile, its relation to reason.

Man is there conceived as a '

puppet of the Gods
',

3
having

'affections' in him, 'like cords and strings which pull

different and opposite ways and to opposite actions'.4

The 'one among these cords that every man ought to

grasp and never let go
'

is
' the sacred and golden cord of

reason' 'with this he must pull against all the rest',

which are
' hard and of iron '.

5
Being thus softer than the

rest the golden principle must ' needs have ministers to

help it in vanquishing the others'. Here Plato clearly

indicates that a "condition of self-mastery is the result of

a growth of mind, needing special conditions for its develop-

ment,
6 and not to be looked for in the earlier stages ; as

also when he describes the drunkard who has no control

of himself as
'

returning to the state of soul in which he

was when a young child '.
7

So, though no man is willingly

bad,
8 or of his own accord injures

9 the self within him,

yet on the other hand no man is good, realizes and orders

and organizes his true self, unconsciously instinctively
11

or by accident. Indeed, in the Charmides, Plato almost

seems to allow the conclusion that o-axfrpoo-vvrj, self-mastery,

is self-knowledge. This word aoxfrpoo-vvrj stands, perhaps,

more than any other in the Platonic dialogues,
12 for the Good

I

Rep. iv. 442 C, D ;
cf. below, 443 B.

3 Laws i. 645 B. 3 Laws i. 644 E (cf. also 803 C).
"

Ibid.

5 Laws. i. 645 A.
6
Rep. iv. 431 A, B. Note the word aKoKaarov implying need of training or

correction, KoKaais.
7 Laws i. 645 E.

B Laws v. 731 C, ix. 860 D ; Protag. 345 E. 9
Apol. 25 D.

10 Charm. 164 A.
II Also Laws iv. 710 A, where the vulgar conception of autypoavvi) is distin-

guished as having just this instinctive character.

12 So in Gorg. 504 B it corresponds to -rais, the scheme or law that

governs a work of art.
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Will, the aspect of <f>p6vr}o-is viewed from the side of desire

and as displayed in conduct (so that as epcoy is to $6ga, so is

<ra>(j>po(rvi>r) to 4>p6vr](ris). It is the law of the soul,
1 which it

must follow just as the artist or craftsman must follow the

law of his craft, but a law here become explicit, and so

the source of all 'reasonable' action. 2
a-co^poa-vvrj is the

conscious acceptance and preservation of that 'normal'

state in which emotion and desire are subordinate,
3 con-

scious, i. e. the mastery of self by self,
'

training and being
trained by oneself,' as Plato says in the Timaeus.4

Being
thus the attainment of harmony in the self fgujjifasptp nvl

KOL apfjiovta. irpocreoiKe, Rep. 430 E), (raofypocrvvri is always

emphatically of the whole (Si' 0X77? arex 1"^ rerarcu),
5 and

answers to the exercise of reason. 6 But as reason and

thought may be regarded specially as the organization of

opinion,
7 so may craxppoa-vvr] be looked upon as the appear-

ance of the guiding principle in epcoy
8
itself (yei^o-ay vovv}?

The instinctive impulse of attraction to what seems beautiful

becomes a conscious striving after an ideal perfection. As

before, it is the enlightenment of the blind 10
impulses by the

' Idea of the Good '.
u

It is the wholeness and completeness
of this, its self-sufficiency (avrapKcia), that gives wholeness

and completeness to the self12
through assimilation. So the

0iA6o-o0oy of Rep. 485 B, who is a-tofypw, is at once a whole-

hearted lover and a lover of the whole 13 he loves the

whole of truth (Trao-T/y aAr/tfe/ay) and his desires are wholly
directed into this channel (&cnrepp^vp.a e/ceT<re d-jrca^T^v^vov).^

Desire in this final sense is not merely a general term for

various kinds of mental activity, but expresses the fusing of
1 Cf. Gorg. 506 E, 583 E.
2 Cf. Gorg. 507 B, C (reasonable because virtuous ; cf. Phaedo 69 B).
3
Rep. iv. 430 E. * Tim. 89 D. 6

Rep. iv. 431 E, 433 A.
6 Laws iii. 693 C. 7 Cf. Rep. vi. 508 D ;

Pol. 278 A.
8
Rep. iii. 403 A, 490 A, B. a

Rep. vi. 490 B.
10

Rep. vi. 484 C ; cf. also 506 C. u
Rep. vii. 540 A.

12
Rep. iii. 387 D. 1S

Rep. vi. 485 B and D. " Ibid.
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the different forms into a whole. The pleasure which is

the fulfilment of such desire is of a corresponding character.

In the passage from the Republic (490 B) noted above *

the realization of self in the complete activity of reason is

marked by cessation of pain (yer^o-ay vovv KOL dXrjOeiav . . .

OVTQ> Xrjyoi aSivos, irplv 8' ov). This is the same state that

is described in the Philebus 2 as
' a union of wisdom and

pleasure
'

there (where, in the enumeration of the
'

finite,

the infinite, the union of the two, and the cause of the

union', it belongs to the 'third class') it is a 'union of

finite and infinite '. Pleasure at last loses its
' formless

' 3

nature and, being no longer partial but of the whole, comes

to have a share in truth and reality. The statement is

more fully explained later in the Dialogue,
4 where the

question is raised as to the kind of pleasure that is united

to wisdom, and the answer given from both points of view

is the same. Pleasure 5 demands some discriminating

power, some criterion, to assign its limits; and wisdom,
6 on

the other hand, finds that it cannot coexist with pleasures

which are excessive '

very great and strong,' /ieywrat KCU

o-QoSpoTarai. In this mixture the essential character is

truth, simplicity, measure,
7 the reality that corresponds

only to reason. Without it there is chaos (o-rao-iy), the form

of the true nature is not discerned the 'good' that belongs

to it (TI 7TOT 'iv T dvQp&Tra) Kal ro> TravTi 7T(f)VKfv dyaQov KOL

riva IStav avrrjv etvai irore }j.avTevTov} ;

8 the result is a '

dis-

orderlyjumble disordering the possessor of it
',

9 there is no

self-knowledge. In the Republic
10
again reason is the only

'instrument of judgment' (Si o5 <5ei bpydvov KpivtaQai) by
which pleasures are discriminated and a real power of choice

is exercised ; self-mastery implies a discrimination of all the

1 Cf. p. 42, note a.
3 Cf. Phil. 27 D. * Phil. 31 A. 4 Phil. 61 C.

5 Phil. 63 B,C.
6 Phil. 63 C, 64 A. 7 Cf. below, 64 D.

8 Phil. 64 A. 9
Phil. 64 E. 10

Rep. ix. 582 D.
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various forms of self-activity.
1 And in the Laws too it

is the yielding to pleasure that is described as the most

conspicuous and shameful loss of will.
2

We are thus brought back to the indissoluble relation-

ship between o-cotypoo-vvr) and (j)p6vr)<ns
3 between conduct

and reason, self-control and self-knowledge.
4

It is the purg-

ing process of vovs at work on opinion that clears the
'

eye
of the soul' to behold its own true image.

5 The appropriate

emotion, when 6vp6s finds its place as the ally of reason,

that marks this awakening, is shame aivyyvri, alScas

characteristic always of (raxfrpoo-vvr) as modesty, moderation,

and no less the companion of 0p6i/?7cny.
G The opposite

condition to vovs avoia is for Plato closely akin to in-

sanity :
7
just as we should deny the possession of will 8

to a man of unsound mind, so would he to the man who is

mindless or ap-aO-fis ignorant. It is because of

ia, says Socrates in the Protagoras,
9 that a man loses

control of himself; or again, as he says earlier in the

dialogue,
10

it is through lack of knowledge that men err

in that on which depends the whole conduct of life, viz.

the choice of pleasures and pains. This somewhat crude

statement, making wisdom a mere matter of '

skilful

weighing',
11
reappears in a more serious form in the Repub-

lic, where the whole of life is seen to be actually a training

of the power of choice, and all education directed to this

1

Rep. 582 (A-E).
2 Laws i. 633 E. 3 Laws iii. 693 C.

4
Rep. 591 B

;
also 586 D (iriOvn'uu . . . ry liriar-fmri KOI \6fcu firufjifvat ray

d\r}0ffra.Tas (17601/0?) \-rj\fjovrai : cf. 583 B. These ' unreal
'

pleasures are

ir\ripw^a.Ta of a partial activity not of the whole self, so avtv \o~fianov re KM. vov

(586 D), whereas T> <pi\o<r6<pa> k-no^iv^ dirdffrjs TTJS fivxfjs , . . (E).
5
Soph. 230 C, D ; Rep. 527 D, and Phaedo 69 C, in all of which this con-

ception of KaOapcris occurs.

6 Of the good steed in Phaedr. 253 D, E
;

of the wild beast let loose, Rep. ix.

571 C
;

cf. also Laws 647 D.
7 Tim. 86 B. 8 Tim. 72 A.
9
Protag. 358 C. 10

Protag. 357 D
; and above, 357 A. u

Protng. 356 B.

D
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end.1 And elsewhere there occurs a further correction of

this rough and ready notion of the Protagoras. The know-

ledge
2

required to keep a man straight (evQwai, KaropQovv,

cf. Prot. 326 D) is no mere cleverness, SeivoT-ris, it is no mere

acquisition of dexterity or skill. For, let the excellence of

hand or weapon be what they will, the marksman's eye is

the essential thing if he would find his aim ;

3 he wills to

accomplish this, but his will can only be effective in so far

as these two, hand and eye, are in accord.4 In this sense

misconduct is always
' aberration

', ignorance means absence

of will because absence of unity and organization.
5 And

yet there seems to be a possibility of some kind of mean
state which may be a sort of ignorance and yet not actual

oracny. This is even suggested by a comparison of the

'skilful weighing' of the Protagoras with the reasoned

judgment of the Republic : the one is a result of experi-

ence and practice (e/nreipt'a KCU rpiftri), the sort of thing

Plato would condemn as
'

false art
',

6 the other a matter of

understanding and science (eTnor??//?/).
7
Spurious arts

arrive at their conclusions by a sort of '

rule of thumb '

or

shrewd guess-work (rafy r^y a-Toxao-TiKrjs Trpoo-x/xa/^fot/y

Bvvd^a-Lv], and such is the
'

hit or miss
' method of conduct,

which without reasoned knowledge may sometimes never-

theless hit the mark. In the Sophist
8

precisely this con-

dition is described, and distinguished, as outward de-

formity and distortion (a/zerpi'a, atcrxos), from the inward

state of disease (voo-os) and disintegration (orao-iy).
9 The

latter alone is marked off as vice irovripta and seems to

answer to the
' insane

'

condition that altogether lacks will,

for the former is described as 'aiming at a mark and failing

1
Rep. x. 618 B, C. 2 Theaet. 176 B, C. 3 Cf. Soph. 228 C.

4

Soph. 228 D ifrvxty avmjTov aperpov OfTtov.
5
Rep. iv. 444 A, B, and below, D. 6 Cf. Gorg. 465 A.

7
Phil. 55 E. 8

Cf. Soph. 228 C, D. 9
Soph. 227 E, 228 A, C.
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to hit it
'

;

*
it has the appearance at any rate of a whole-

hearted though misdirected activity. This, Plato says,
2
is

'

ignorance
'

which men '

will not allow to be vice, because

existing only in the soul'.
3 The defect, that is to say,

lies within ; will of this kind rests, by hypothesis, on no

basis of reflection, no reference to an absolute standard 4
(it

is dperpos).
5

It answers to what has been already called

'associative knowledge' (p. 31); dependent entirely on the

concrete on its own individual experiences, necessarily

so partial and unable to reason from these to a general

principle, it is constantly liable to error. 6 For this
' em-

pirical practice of the senses
' 7

(ray ala-Qrjo-tis /cara/^eAerai/

fnripia) may work evil as well as good in the development
of mind. 8 The fact on which it relies, viz. that all experi-

ence leaves its mark, may lead to such distortion of the

soul's nature 9 as to destroy the verypower of choice. 10 That

this does not more often happen is due solely to the fact

that the right kind of experience is supplied and leaves its

own traces behind (napaSeiyftaTa
8

).

n
By constant habitua-

tion (etfj^em)
12 even the blind hand may thus acquire skill

to hit the mark. This kind of will then, if it can be called

such, acts as it were from without, is in fact merely 'social'

(SrjUOTiKr) aptrri) the reflection in the individual of the will

of the community.
13

It is the sort of will displayed by
' bees or ants

',
not a distinctive capacity of human nature.14

As such it has little of truth or stability ; it must either de-

1 Cf. Soph. 228 C. 2
Soph. 228 E.

3 Such at least is the meaning Jowett allows to the passage.
1

Rep. vi. 505 E. 5

Soph. 228 D. 6
Rep. ix. 584 E, 586 A.

'
Phil. 55 E. 8

Rep. iii. 409 A, B. 9
Rep. 409 B

;
Laws 728 A, B, C.

10 Cf. Theaet. 173 A (of those trained in the law courts) TU t\tvO(pov &<jygpi)Tat }

nvayKa^ovoa irparrtiv aico\ia. u Laws iii. 679 C.
13 The accepted meaning of the word evrjdeia simplicity, foolishness serves

to bring out the antithesis between mere habit and reason.
13 Phaedo 82 B

; cf. also Rep. 619 C (of the man who chose the tyrant's lot).
14 Phaedo 82 B.

D 2
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generate or develop. So it is that Plato distinguishes

within it a better and a worse. The worse kind of dyvoia,

he says, is that self-ignorance which mistakes itself for know-

ledge.
1 This will easily develop into ardcn y and irovr^pia, for

the man who thinks he knows will not hesitate to set himself

up against the laws 2 '

like a rival craftsman
', committing

so '

the very worst kind of error
', d/mpT^/mrcs- d/iapr^/ia

TTo\\air\d<nov (Pol. 300 B). On the other hand, a con-

sciousness of ignorance is, at once, an advance towards

knowledge,
3 a first step on the way to the attainment of

will 4 in the due co-ordination of means to ends. This must

be aroused by free discussion, by a sifting of accepted

opinions and notions,
6 in fact by the process already de-

scribed (see above, p. 49) as the only means of purging
the ' instrument of judgment '. So reason is after all

necessary to any stable development of will. Not only so,

but in this intermediate and unstable state it is easy to re-

cognize the characteristic features of Soga.
6 That too was

a kind of '

aiming at a mark '

(rogov PoXrj),
7 but unenlight-

ened and liable to error, emotional, swayed by pleasures

and pains, a state characteristic of children and even

animals (as here of 'bees and ants'). As reason and

thought correspond to real will so the spurious kind

of will is found to correspond to the spurious kind of

thought.

Individual will seems in this conclusion required to

transcend mere habit as enforced by the general will and

expressed in law and custom. This gives to laws,
8 in

their demand for unreasoning obedience, the aspect of

1

Soph. 229 C ; cf. Laws ii. 670 C ;
Theaet. 176 D, 177 A.

2 Like the Sqpiovpyos of Protag. 327 C
; cf. the true craftsman of Pol. 297 A.

8
Apol. 23 B. * Meno 84 B, C, the recognition of difficulty rouses will.

6 Theaet. 150 C.
6 Theaet. 176 B, the motive of action is mere Sofa, appearance,^ pr/ KCLKOS KCLI

'iva &ya9us Soicf/ elvat cf. Rep. vi. 505 D. 7
Cratyl. 420 C. 8 Pol. 294 C.
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cramping and hindering the free development of mental

activity. And a certain truth is found to underlie this view.

Laws purport to be of the nature of the changeless while

they belong to the region of change. It is only the ideal

itself that can possess this permanent character, and be in

very truth and by its own nature (as ISea) all-embracing ;

*

it is this only by which every individual act could be

recognized in its true meaning.
2 Law in fact, as it deals

with the world of changing phenomena, ought to be of the

nature of an art, admitting a constant progress towards

the realization of an ideal ;

3
only as such would it represent

will guided by intelligence.
4 But this is almost incom-

patible
5 with the essential element of custom, by which

alone its ascendancy has to be gained. Hence written law

is inevitably a sort of compromise, and to follow it is,

as Plato says, only
' the second best way

'

(Seurepoy TrXoCy.
6

Its justification lies in the fact, so clearly and constantly

affirmed by Plato, that only a few minds reach anything
like a complete development.

7 Those few who do attain

to an unclouded vision of the ideal use that as an unerring

guide in all their actions,
8 but to others it appears only in

'

copies
'

;

9 not having a guiding principle within they must

make shift to accept guidance from without,
10 which in

time comes to leave its mark upon them n and so to furnish

them with a secondary kind of self-guidance. This is the

fourtpoy nXovs of that written and customary law which '

it

is within the power of any one who will to learn for

himself',12

I Cf. Rep. 517 C. 2
Rep. vi. 500 D; Pol. 294 B. 3 Pol. 297 A.

4
Ibid., TO /j.era vov Kal Texvr) s SiKaiorarov.

5 Pol. 300 E
; cf. above, 299 C, Ty-irdrpia tOij.

6 Pol. 297 D, and below, 300 B, C
; cf. also above, 299 E.

7 Cf. above, p. 22, note 8. 8
Rep. 540 A ;

Pol. 300 C, D.

9 Pol. 300 B lupriiMTa. rrjs d\r)0eias.
lu

Rep. ix. 590 D.
II Cf. Rep.6igCt9fi aptrrjy /j.(Ttt\i]<p<jTa. This is why the law-giver i

Rep. 500 D. 12 Pol. 299 C.
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Yet here we discern a crux. Man is for Plato the

outcome of society, no less than society of man.1 How
then, if the law represents only 86ga and STJ^OTLKT} apery, is

there to be any development of that more complete

activity which issues in reason and will ? Law is the will

of the community, and the will of the community makes

the will of the individual. 2 The old difficulty has to be

faced of the impossibility of an equation between whole

and parts.

In the first place the very existence of law implies

a certain stage of mental activity
3 and a stage which is

itself transitional. The law-abiding mind has already

emerged from the condition of o-rao-ty. In that state there

was no suggestion of order or harmony, no consistency

all was in such chaos that there was no possibility of

receiving impression, of taking form from without, no

capacity for friendship or social life.
4 Such a character is

anti-social, essentially selfish and individualistic; being

impervious to persuasion and opinion it cannot in any true

sense form part of a community, and if present in it is

a disintegrating element, a standing menace until it is

either annihilated or reformed.5 In the latter case there

is developed, by the awakening of the latent receptivity of

emotion, the sense of rhythm and order. 6 The mind

becomes open to persuasion, receptive of impressions, and

through sympathy grows to a sense of membership and

community.
7 Whereas the lower nature was like a wild

beast that could only be kept chained up,
8 this is like an

1
Rep. viii. 544 D ;

cf. vii. 520 A.
1 So in the ironical description in Rep. vi. 492 B, C.
3 Pol. 309 A (jtvatis . . . J/mi/cu . . . 8faa6ai vmuiv Trpos d
4 Pol. 308 E fji^i Swapevovs Koivwveiv

; cf. also the man described in Gorg. 507 E
as Aj7<TTOt) 0iov u)f who is also KOIVQJVIIV dSwaros.

5 Laws ix. 862 C, E
; Pol. 308 E, 309 A ; Soph. 229 A ; Gorg. 505 B.

6
Gorg. 506 E, 507 D. 7

Rep. 462 B. 8 Tim. 70 E.
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animal whose intelligence can be tamed and trained to

habits of obedience. 1

This then is the state of S^^OTLKT) aper^, but it is itself

transitory, tending always to develop or degenerate.

This has already been recognized as its character whether

distinguished as 86a or as the spurious kind of will ; it is

a stage of growth which has latent within it the germ, as it

were, of the completer nature. That, Plato says emphati-

cally, is never destroyed,
2
always present it makes itself

felt in the transition which inevitably takes place,
3 either

as an increased sharpness and keenness in the region of

associative knowledge
4
(oecwy Stopa ravra e0' & rerpaTrrai)

5

or 6 as a power of grasping the reality (TO. dXrjdfj) which gives

to that its meaning.
To make clearer this process of development, as it takes

place in the community, it may be viewed from another

side, viz. as the emergence of the idea (iSta) of the Self and

what it includes. The lowest or anti-social stage is like that

of the third form of soul described in the Timaeus (77 B)-

efrt avr<a kv eai/r<3 Trepi lavro,

rf} $ oiKeia ^prjaa^vw no claim is admitted from

without, but 7 all is self, or taken to belong to it (oiKtlov, or

rather i'Siov). Hence there is no limit, no satisfaction to

desire,
8
its character is TrXtovet'a,

9
it is described as dTrXrjo-To-

rarov.10 On the entrance of order and a sense of measure

there arises a recognition of part and whole TO oiKtlov itself

admits of this relationship for if, when one member

suffers, all the other members suffer with it,
11 what is

another's is at the same time one's own and of the whole,
12

cf. Rep. 463 B, 462 D ov . . . TOV p.\v oiKtlov coy lavrov

re KOL Aeyetroi/ <Se aXXoTpiov o>y ov\ tavrov. 'Evbs

1
Rep. ix. 589 B; and also Book IV, 440 D. 2

Rep. vii. 518 E.

3
Rep. 519 A. *

Cf. Rep. vii. 516 C. 5
Rep. 519 A. 6

Rep. vii. 519 A, B.

7
Rep. v. 466 B, C. Gorg. 507 E.

9
Gorg. 508 A.

10
Rep. 442 A. "

Rep. v. 464 B. "
Rep. v. 464 A.
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T&V TTO\LTU)v OTLOVV
rj dyaOov 77 /ca/coV, 77 TroAty

(pr/a-fi lavTfjs eft/at TO Trdayov. Self has now become a part
of the body politic, with its own proper functions and
limits

; this is the condition of
'

social virtue '. But then

follows the further development: it is not enough that

this relationship should be blindly accepted,
1

it must be

recognized as the fulfilment, or tending towards the fulfil-

ment, of the good of the self its true nature. This is

reflection, the '

state established within the soul
'

in corre-

spondence with the whole in which it forms part.
2 Behind

the law is now seen the will, the '

law-giver ',

3
bending the

individual wills to his own direction, which is truly theirs.

For the end is not such as to be one man's good as opposed
to others' any 'good' which assumes this character is

necessarily inadequate produces o-Taovy
4

it must be the

same alike for ruler and for ruled, and such as to harmonize
and give meaning to their several functions. So the self

embraces again and in a new sense the whole. TO 'ISiov has

grown to include TO oiKfTov, by a development correspond-

ing to the three modes in which the general will is ex-

pressed, <f>6/3a> KOU vony KCU T& d\r)6tl A6yo>.
5 If this true

development does not take place, the true notion of self is

warped and stunted, so as to clash with that of others

(dXXrjXovs dvTa8iKii>),
6 the good of the self (TO iSiov dyaOov]

does not embrace the good of the whole (which should

also be TO oiKeiov), so that a man ' runs away from the law
like a child from its father 7 and there is a return to

1 Pol. 301 E. 2
Rep. x. 590 E, 591 A.

3
Rep. vii. 519 E. (Adam prefers the reading y6fty to vo(io6fTy, but only as

suggesting the ideal vo/jLoOir^.)
*
Rep. vii. 521 A

; and cf. below, viii. 548 A ; cf. also v. 462 B
T)

5<= yf ruv
roioiiToiv iSiwats 5ia\vtt. 5

Cf. Laws vi. 783 A.
5 Theaet. 173 A, B. This is the condition called by Plato fffjuxpo\oyia,

narrowness, inability to grasp the whole ; cf. Rep. 486 B.
7
Rep. viii. 548 B.
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rayaOov 8dv apTrdfctv).
1 All this serves to confirm

the contention that the absolute rule of law is only second-

best, and to show why Plato demands that there shall be

rulers above the laws 2
who, having passed from the stage

of accepting and following these copies of the truth 3 to the

attainment of truth itself, may be able to return to them

and give them a truer meaning for others.4 For such

ruling or law-giving would indeed become an art,
5 and so

would lose its undesirable limitations. Under such con-

ditions the law-abiding citizen, grasping in his turn the

principles of the art, may develop into the law-making

philosopher,
6 and in any case the tendency towards a true

development, though it be slow to take effect, may at least

save him from degenerating into a state of brutish stupidity

or lawlessness.7 While confirmed in virtuous habits he

would not be without opportunity of being roused to an

activity beyond this by having
' characters put before him

better than his own '.
8 In such a community mental activity

can freely develop; the harmony of such activity is secured

by the harmony of the whole.9 As in the web the warp and

woof being closely interwoven correct each other's defici-

encies, so the bolder natures learn gentleness and the

gentler ones boldness from their association in a com-

munity.
10 The individual is enabled to grasp the concep-

tion of a harmonious whole, and '

setting his own house in

order' (TO. otKeTa tv 0e/xero?) he in his turn serves, by his

individual purposes displayed in the affairs of life, to

strengthen by his own the general will.
11

1 Cf. p. 56, note i.
a Pol. 309 C, D. 3 Pol. 300 D.

4

Rep. vii. 520 C. 5 Pol. 300 C. 6 Pol. 296 A, B.
7

Pol. 309 D, E.
8 Laws ii. 659 C ; cf. Rep. vii. 521 A for the kind of character he will have

as an example or a ' means of escape
'

(cf. Theaet. 176 A).
9 So Rep. iv. 443 C, the outward is only an image of the inward harmony;

and in Book VII, 540 B, again,
' like ruler like subject'.

lu Pol. 309 B. "
Rep. iv. 443 D ; cf. also Laws i. 645 A.
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Some such solution as this seems to be given by Plato

to the question as to the nature and freedom of the will, at

least of the will in its normal scope and development. But

the question naturally arises : given such direction as it

would receive in the ideal community, is its development

secure is it then purely determined towards its own

perfection ? Plato's answer is in the negative. All natures

do not start equally well equipped for the struggle (TOV

aywva rovrov}.
1 Like different

( blocks of wax ', some are

finer, take deeper and more lasting impressions, than others

-such minds are quick to learn and to remember, accurate

and clear in their perceptions.
2 The opposite kind are

slow, see and hear and think awry TrapopSxrl re KOI

napaKovova-i KOL -jrapavoova-L and are constantly in error or

ignorance.
3 So they start handicapped in the race of life,

for the senses are the means of all knowledge.
4 Such

minds have less capacity for development in any direction

Sz fyvaiv /icyaXcoi/ oure aya6>v OVT KCLK&V alrtav irort

Rep. 491 E), whereas the well-endowed (ai

require only suitable training to realize their

inherent nature.5 Hence it is easy to distinguish such

a nature even in childhood,
6
nay in their very play children,

Plato says, reveal their character and disposition.
7 Also

he seems to note that even among the well-endowed

natures there are inherent differences of taste and tendency:

e.g. in the Phaedrus,
8 where he ascribes differences of

individuality to the guardian god assigned to each soul

before birth, and again in the Republic,
9 where each

citizen is to serve the state by exercise of his own appro-

priate skill. The reverse of the tufafe are the natures that

naturally lack balance (oWep TO. av^pfidria-ra nXota 10
), that

1
Gorg. 526 E. 2 Theaet. 194 C, D. 3 Theaet. 194 E, 195 A.

4 Theaet. 186 C. 5
Rep. vi. 491 E, 492 A ;

cf. above, 486 D.
6
Rep. vi. 486 B. 7 Pol. 308 D; cf. also Rep. iii. 413 C.

8 Phaedr. 253 A. 9
Rep. ii. 370 A, B, 519 -520 A. 10 Theaet. 144 B.
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run to excess, TrA^/ieAoOo-af ;

1 in such, (f>vcris,
the natural

harmony, would seem to be not so much latent as actually

lacking, so that no realization of it is possible.
2 You

cannot give sight to blind eyes, Plato says, as some seem

to think. 3 Such natures, he would say, being really

'insane' (naviKarcpoi, voo-uSeis), should be restrained by

force and so rendered harmless to the community.
4

Again these ignoble natures 5
(i>66ot, for they are not yvr\<noi,

(true-born) not normal) are represented as maimed and

deformed (x^Ao*').
6 This defect is at bottom the same as

7r\rmfj.e\eLa, unevenness, lack of balance and consistency ;

and although in the passage just noted the fault seems to

lie in the lack of 6v/j.6s,
' half-heartedness ', yet it is after all

chiefly reason, the power of abstraction, that is wanting.

The '

half-hearted
'

disposition is faXoOrjpos, ^iAoyy/ii/ao-r^y,

but not <f)i\ofta6ris, the abstract does not appeal to him, is

not otKetos, does not correspond to anything within. He
will be of those who at best attain a certain social excel-

lence. For the mind can grow only by assimilation,
7

it is

useless to try by mere force to put into it something alien

to it ^fv\fj Se fiiaiov ovSev tjj.p.ovov pdOrj/jia.
8 This is one

side of the truth : on the other hand, the only /zo0i?<n? that

is permanent is that which is ordered and enlightened by

reason, is in fact comprehended
9
(povr) yovv 77 roiavrr) ftddrja-is

/3e/3atoy Rep. 537 C), i.e. involves the whole mind,
10 and

all these defects are only limitations, not abrogations, of

the law that the direction in which education starts a man

will determine his future life.
11

Here are the two factors then that go to form the will

1
Rep. vi. 491 A. 2

Rep. vi. 496 A. 3
Rep. vii. 5186.

4
Pol. 309 A. 5 Cf. Rep. vi. 486 B, D ; and below (D).

6
Rep. vii. 535 C, D. 7

Rep. 486 D.
8

Rep. vii. 536 E. 9 Cf. cvvaKriov (Is avvofyiv K.T.\. Rep. 537 C.

10
Rep. 518 C. u

Rep. iv. 425 B, C
;
Laws vi. 765 E, 766 A.
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nature and training ; failing these it remains unformed,
1

KGLKOS p.\v yap eKcbv ovStis, Sia Se irovrjpav '4iv Tiva TOV

o-<afj,a.Tos KOI dnaiS^VTOv Tpoffiv 6 KaKos ylyvtrai /ca/coy. . . .

That is, if both fail, for there is always a something or a

possibility of something miraculous, 'divine',
2 Plato seems

to say, about the growth of harmony in the soul, so that it

may even be conceived as developing itself avrofarjs

without the otherwise so necessary aid of surroundings ;

3

and on the other hand, even in a nature where it is

apparently non-existent, it may at any time assert itself (e.g.

under favourable conditions and training).
4 So in the

Timaeus e
it is only by such assertion of its true nature

(Qtlov \cyontvov riyenovovv re 41 C) that even in the midst of

transformation and degeneration the soul may escape from

the downward course, ov Trportpov \rjgoi irplv Tfi TO.VTOV /cat

OJJLOLOV TrepioScp rfj kv avrSt ^VV^TTLO-TTO^VO^. . . K.T.\.

If we seek a further reason for the irov^pa, '*?, the

defective nature of some souls, we find little enlightenment
in the transmigration myths of the Timaeus, Phaedrus, and

Republic. In the soul as there depicted the defect seems

to begin exactly where it ends, viz. in the will itself. In

the Timaeus 6
it is the souls of

' those who are willing to

follow after justice
'

that maintain their condition ; in the

Phaedrus 7 ' he follows who will
'

; and in the Republic
8

each soul is responsible for its own choice (airia i\o^vov
6ebs aramos). We must go beyond mere myth to get at

Plato's true view. In Book III of the Republic he

approaches the problem of heredity.
9 Children do not

always, he says, resemble their parents ; the
'

golden
'

race
1 Tim. 86 D, E, where see also Archer-Hind's note.
2 Cf. Rep. vi. 492 E, 492 A.
3
Rep. vii. 520 B. Though this may, of course, be one of Plato's whimsical

half-jesting paradoxes.
4
Rep. x. 611 E, where it is precisely philosophy that is able to produce the

effect described in the passage noted below (note 8).
5 Tim. 42 C.

Tim. 41 C. 7 Phaedr. 247 A. 8
Rep. x. 617 E. s

Rep. iii. 415 B.
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will sometimes produce
'

silver
'

and vice versa, nay, some-

times even ' bronze' or '

iron
'

natures spring from the gold.
1

Yet on the whole the rule holds good,
2 that the nature of

the parents is reproduced in the children. In Book V 3

the problem is fairly grappled with : if such care is taken

in the breeding of dogs, birds, and horses, why not in that

of men ? 4 So the law-giver will carefully choose the men
and women who shall mate together, that, there being har-

mony and concord in their union (opofaels), the offspring of

it may be also of a harmonious and perfect nature (ei^i^y).

Yet in Book VIII 5 the problem is seen to be still unsolved,

the laws that govern the growth and decay of human life

are too deep to be fathomed by ordinary intelligence

(Xoyicr/j-cp fj-er' a/cr077<rea>y), and so they will be transgressed
and the offspring of such mistaken unions will no longer
be v<j)vrj$.

c
Still there is a law, a harmony or proportion,

which, if followed, he seems to say, would produce always

right results. So defective natures are to be regarded as

truly abnormal, due to a transgression of the rule or ' norm '.

In the Politicus 7 he returns to the question, and shows

how it is just by the transgression of the law, by
'

follow-

ing no one true principle',
8 that the inharmonious natures

are produced. Like seeks like,
9

following habit and custom

instead of reason, and so from the union, e. g. of two

natures in whom courage predominates, comes a progeny in

which the excess of such character has blossomed into mad-

ness (reAeimoo-a egavOetv Travrdiraa-i paviais}, and in the case

of the reverse character the opposite consequence ensues.10

This law then of the blending of opposites to produce
a harmonious whole, the weaving of warp and woof into

the even texture of the web, is seen to be the human or

1

Rep. iii. 415 B. 2
Rep. iii. 415 A. 3

Rep. 459 A.
4

Rep. iii. 458 C.
5

Rep. viii. 546 B. 6
Rep. viii. 546 D.

7 Pol. 310 B. 8 Pol. 310 C. 9 Ibid. 10 Pol. 310 D.
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physical counterpart (avQp^Tnvoi Sea-pot
1

)
of the 'divine bond'

(Qeios <W/zoy
2
) by which the statesman was to bind the

community together (cf. page 56). In either case it is an

aspect of 17
TOV dyaOov ISea.

3

In a double sense, therefore, the will of the individual is

seen to be the outcome of the will of the community, the

soul owes not only iraiStta but ety also to the society in

which it forms part. In other words the fv(f>vr)s, the har-

monious nature, is itself the product of individual wills

trained to act in harmony with the whole, and meeting with

such training in its turn will so act as to produce similar

natures, and so on in an endless progression.
4 Of what

should be the starting-point of the series, the actual origin,

Plato, as we have seen, gives no account save in myths,

where he attributes it to the action of a Divine Will

(pov\ri<ns) and Reason (8^vor)B-q 8ttv Tim. 39 E),
5 a Will

whose purpose and whose expression are the perfection

of Beauty, Harmony, and Truth.6

1 Pol. 309 B. 2 Ibid.
s
Rep. vi. 505 A.

*
Rep. iv. 423 E, 424 A. * Cf. Tim. 48 A.

6 Cf. Tim. 29 E, 30 A, D, 92 C. So we are brought back to 77
TOV ayaffov

ISta which is represented by /cdXXoj gvpntTpia /ecu aK^Otia (Phil. 65 A) and is

also (Rep. 509 B, where cf. Adam's note) the First Principle of all existence.






